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MassPIRG motion
dies in Congress
By Brent Rossi
Comment staff
A group of students. which
includes several members of the
Student Government Association,
is attempting to change the
method by which MassPIRG
collects money on campus.
The movement began at the
SGA meeting of January 26.
Congressman Joseph Lange
submitted a motion calling for a
referendum question to be placed
on the upcoming SGA ballot.
The motion read:
"Move to place on the ballot of
the next SGA election the
following question: Should the
waiveable MassPIRG fee of four
dollars be changed so a student
must check an appropriate box to
contribute to this cause?"
Lange argued that the group is a
political organization, and that
students may not know they're
conmouung, to it. At thi:) time,
through a fee. on the. semester
bills. Students are given the
option to not pay the four dollar
fee by checking a box on the bill.
Eileen Mullen, director of the
Bridgewater State chapter, stated

that MassPIRG is a non-partisan
organization, involved in environmental and consumer issues.
Recent projects, stated Mullen
after the meeting, have included
the passage of the state's Lemon
law and the Acid Rain Bill.
The motion went to a vote, and
passed 10-6-1.
At last Tuesday's meeting, a
new motion was put on the floor,
submitted by Students Against
Fee Abuse, which requested that
another question be placed on the
ballot; the question asks the
students if they want "MassPIRG
on campus, who collect eight
dollars a year through a negative
checkoff system?"
[MassPIRG's existence on
campus must be reaffirmed every
two years by the students through
a referendum question. The
referendum passed overwhelmingly last spring.]
When discussion on the motion

Reverend Bartley MacPhaidin C.S.C., president of Stonehill College, addresses graduates
at BSC's annual winter commencement. (Staff photo by Steve McPhee). ·

Trustees begin presidential search
By Marci Hahn
Comment staff
The Bridgewater State College
board of trustees. has begun the

likely it won't be until the middle
of the semester. He said that it is
a long process, and, the committee is going to do their best to
find a Ilresident who will meet
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to . find · a

replaceme11:t for Gerard Indelicato,
Trustee ·Paul, Means, head of
"It's a state law," stated Pearce.
"It went through the legislature. the Presidential Search ComWe cannot, as a campus, change mittee says he hopes to have a
the negative checkoff." He ad- , president by the start ofthe 1988
fall semester, but more than
.
cont. on p. 4

change the negative checkoff.
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Indelicato's appointment and. his,
resignation, the· search wilI ·be
under the spotlight in tenns of jts
openess and its fairness," M~ns
said, "I intend to keep it open and
fair until the end."

r

think our
and right now
resources w·ould be better spent

The Bridgewater State College
board oftrustccs, in their meeting
of December 16, voted unanimously to name Dr. Robert
Dillman acting presid.en.t of BSC ·
..until a permanent selection can
·be four.id.
Dillman, who has been at
Bridgewater for over 20 years,
has served. as a member of the
faculty, acted as the .chairman of
the school's fledgling Management Science department, and
was vice president of academiC
affairs for five years before being
reassigned this past semester as
· vice pre$id'ent of academic .
planning .
.· About that post, Dil!man says,
"I think that (position) 'Would not
a large inbe unreasonable
stitution. However, I think it was
really a position created to
provide a job for me in a capacity
that would allow me to help the
college. 11 Dillman has no• plans
to fill 'that position in the near
future. "I think it's a question of
Acting President R.obe.rt Diiiman ..(Staff photo by Debra Willis) whether we can afford to do that.

at

The committee will consist of
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Dillman eager to vindicate himself in new role as acting ·
president: says he will try to move the school forward
By Bill Bilod~au
Comment SLaff

Means said that it is important
that all groups who have contact
with the school have proper
representation on the committee~

elsewhere."· .
He says that there were two
imijor reasons why he accepted
the position pf acting president.
"Number one was to pay back an
institution, that had treated rn,c
extremely well for twenty years,
and to help heal that institution, I
also wanted to vindicate myself·
completely. My name should be
cleared of the circumstances
surrounding the fall of 1987 ," he
says, referring to. his re;.
assignment following what
then-President Gerard Indelicato
termed "differcnces in academic
philosophy." Dillman also says,
"It was an·issue·of integrity, and
l wouldn't change what .I believed
in."'
Indelicato resigned on December 7, amid speculation that he
had forged the names of four
members of the Bridgewater
Foundation on a land deed. He
has since been arraigned by a
federal· grand jury en various
charges stemming from his role
as governor Dukakis' top
cont. on p. 5.

the Association of Professional
Administrators,'a member.of the
staff, and an alumm;1s.
The only member of the
cont. onp.2

Student
Court
tackles
four case·s
By.Bryon Hayes

Comment staff
The dismissal of all charges
in the case involving Bridget
Chin, president of the Biology
Club, was the judgement
passed in the last of the four
cases which were heard by the
Student Court this past

Wednesday.
Chin was accused of forging
the· former club ·s~cretary's
name· ou. a voucher to gain
funds for the c!ub, larceny by
false pretense, and uttering.
Richard DeRosa, attorm~y
general of the SGA, brought
up the charges, which violate
Massachusetts General Laws.
Actions within an organization
must be in compliance· with
such laws.
According to DeRosa, the
Biology Club had been
without a secretary since the
start of the academic year.
Therefore, DeRosa said,
Secretary, Debbie Greel, could
not have signed her name to
the voucher. Also, the voucher

the

co;:zt. onp. 5
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Selectmen nearly evict students
By Christine Howard
Comment staff

Hous.e on 38 Bedford Street that the ten students were
almost evicted from.
(Staff photo by Debra Willis)

Screening Com mitt ee
cont.jromp. I
committee to be chosen is Robert
Crouch, a teacher from Somerset
and an alumnus. Means said he
"felt it was important to have a
teacher on the committee " since
so many of Bridgewa ter's
graduates become teachers, and
that is the main job here, to
teach.
Means. to aid in the search, is
confering with other colleges
who have. had to appoint a
president through a search
committee . He is finding out
from them what· kinds of
problems he and the committee
can expect in the following
months.
Also, through the spring
semester Means has arranged to
have a survey taken, to find out
what the college communit y

important that the committee
knows what the faculty, staff, and
students are feeling. From this
survey, he can make. out a
definite list of what they should
keep in mind while looking for
our new president.
The committee will then begin
to advertise in national papers and
educationa l journals. Means says
he expects to get about 200
application s. Ten candidates will
be chosen from these appiications, and then the committee
will narrow the number down to
three to five candidates . The
names of these candidates will be
given to the trustees. The trustees
will choose a candidate and
inform the board of regen ts in
Boston. Means added that the
Regents usually just approve the
decision~ but they have· the

Ten Bridgewate r State College
students faced possible eviction
from their rented Bedford Street
home two weeks ago when it was
revealed to the selectmen that
their landlord was renting the
rooms illegally.
According to Selectmen Chair
David Canepa the board was
informed of the situation by
several of Sabota's former
tenants.
Canepa said that the town's
bylaws prohibit homeowne rs
from renting to four or more
tenants who arc not members of
the same family, without a
special permit.
It was reported in the
Bridgewate r Townsman, January
20, that the landlord, Daniel
Sabota, told thc··board that he did
not know that he needed a
permit.
Sabota was unavailabl e for
comment.
Canepa stated that the board of
health and the fire departmen t
have inspected the premises and
Sabota has been made aware of
violations that must be corrected.
The major violation is a lack of a
second means of egress on the
third floor, in case of fire.
The enforceme nt officer,
Walter Zavcrucha , Canepa said,
sent a certified letter to Sabota
telling him that he must apply
for a hearing within 14 .days or

agreed to rectify the situation,
"but as we now know, he had
ten," she added.
D~vid Deep, vice president of
student services, said that the
college has revised its policy.
They (the off-campu s housing
office) act as a referral service
bclwccn prospectivelandlords and
students. In the past, landlords
have filled out an application and
if, as in Sabota's case, they listed
more then three openings, they
were refused. There was no way
to verify if this was the actual
number of students in the house,
or if the landlord had a permit.
Now landlords listing more than
three openings on their
applications must provide a copy
of their permit.
Selectman John Myers, said,
"The college should be more
responsible on whose name they
give out," adding that the board
has experienced similar problems
in the past, and that Canepa had
spoken at freshmen orientation ,
warning students to be aware of
unlicensed housing. "If there is a
problem, the college should take
some of the responsibility."
Deep said that the school is
not any more responsible for the
off-campus housing list than a
newspaper that lists npartment
vacancies.
"It's a private contract between
the owner and the student," he
said. Because the students arc of
legal age to sign a contract, they
do not need permissio n or

cvm ·cnm, t c stu cnts w11 c
allowed to live in the house.
However, the third floor must be.
vacated until a second means of
egress is added.
Mela Dutka, the school's
director of housing, said that
Sabota was listed on the school's
off~campus ho~sing list. When
he initially applied to be placed
on the list he listed that he had
five opc_nings~·Dutka said that
Tim Millerick contacted Sabota
and explained that he could not
house more than three students
without a special permit. He

Dutka said, "We were a c to
offer them housing because we
were at the end of the waiting list
for upperclass men. Because of
their situation, they were able to
accept. 11 Three upperclass men
from the hoµse were placed in
Pope Hall.
Sophmorc Mary Canavan, a
resident of the house, said, "I'd
like Lo know what they
(homeowners) have to go through
to get a housing permit. It must
be something pretty horrible,
otherwise, why wouldn't they do
it?"

. .

.

Canepa explained what was
needed for a permit. The
homeowne r must apply Lo the
zoning board of appeals for a
hearing. If the ZBA approves, it
goes to the Board of Selectmen
for a hearing. Canepa said that
the Selectmen will generally
approve it if the ZBA does.
The by-law has been in effect
since 1984, but according to
Canepa, has
only been
implement ed for the last two to
two and one-half years, because it
was "new, and there were loose
ends that had to be worked out."
Prior to 1984, the by-law
allowed landlords to rent to up to
six tenants, who were not of the
same family. Canepa, \vho was
on the board at the time, said that
the by-law was changed because
of complaints from neighbors.
"What brought this about,
what usually brings about
legislation , is when there is a
problem that starts to develop ...
"It was getting lo be a serious
problem," particularl y near Lhe
center of town, and near the
college. There were al ways kids
crawling in ancl out of the
places." He added that parking and
noise were major complaints .
It was at this time that the
selectmen rcnlized the number of
tenants allowed should be
lowered.
The selectmen arc considering
enacting a grandfathe r clause for
those landlords who have been

pnor
actmcn o
by-law, ancl a period of amnesty
for landlords who arc operating
without permits to allow them to
get permi Ls.
"I don't like the witch-hunt
effect. We like the honor
sysLcm," Canepa said. They
would like homeowne rs to come
forward and get permits, but will
not be actively investigati ng
illegal rentals.
"If it (a violation) is discovered
we will follow up. To go out and
campaign, no."

Dill man appointed acting pres iden t
·Chairman Paul Means

(Staff photo by Debra Willis)

Ho me ma ker s

Assist South Shore elderJy with
housework, shoppi ng, laundry and

meaJ

Quin cy
4 7.2-6 43 0

sou

B·rockton
586~2282

By Bill Bilodeau
Comment staff
In a meeting held on
Wednesday , December 16, 1987,
the Bridgewat er State College
board of trustees appointed Dr.
Robert Dillman as ·acting
president for the college until
such time as a permanen t
replacemen t for Gerard Indelicato
can be found.
The meeting. scheduled. to
begin at 12:00 p.m., did not start
until mid-aftern oon because of a
lengthy "session, behind closed
doors~ of the trustees executive

board.
Before the dozens of students,
faculty and members of the press
had even settled in around them,
the trustees immediate ly.voted to
go into executive session,
sparking several faculty members
to voice the opinion that the
, trustees were not acting in the

U~======================~~n~~n~~~hooL

Emmanuel 1• Maier, formerly of
the school's· Earth Science &
Geography .departmen t, was the
first ·to speak up, telling the
board~ uYou should resign!"
His outburst prompted several
others to· shout QUt similar ideas
as· the board tried to clear .the
conference room. Eventually , the
room was cleared, but only after
the bQard threatened to call the
campus police.
When the executive session
ended and the public was allowed
back into the session; the bofild
immediate ly voted to appoint
Dillman as acting. president of
BSC, pending the approval of the
board of regents.
In addition to naming Dillman
to that .office, the . trustees voted
to form a presidential search and
screening committee, adhering to
guidelines set forth by the
Massachusetts board of regents of
higher education, to seek out
qualified candidates for the office

of president of Bridgewat er State
College.
They then took questions and
comments from the faculty,
students and press. The faculty's
comments centered around the
select.ion process used to choose
Dillman and the first search and
screening process in which
Indelicato was selected.
Professor Ed Jam es ·of the
departmen t of· Philosoph y· and
Religious: Studies called the
selection process (of Dillman)
tainted."' He claimed that the
process, which did not include
any input from the faculty, was
inappropr iate. Other faculty ·
comments echoed that sentiment.
Before the meeting ended, the
trustees were asked individually if
they had been interviewe d or
recommen ded by Indelicato for
their positions. All responded
that they had had no contact with
Indelicato prior to being
appointed to the board.
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Comment Poll

The Presidential Search and Screening Committee
The Comment recently con- the search committee, which is
ducted a poll concerning the made up of trustees, faculty,
search for a permanent replace- community leaders, alumni,,
ment for Gerard Indelicato. The administrators, and students.
group responding to the poll was Thirty five percent felt that it
made up of college staff, faculty. should be an equal distribution
and students.
between all of those groups.
When asked which qualities a
One staff member polled felt
new president should pos~ess, that students should be excluded
Administrator
"honesty" topped the list with from the s~c·h because they are
95%. "Leadership ability" ran
"too transient." That staffer also
second with 84%, and felt that the community has
"experience11 fell in third at 78%.
"nothing to do with academics,"
The other qualities are ranked as - and should therefore be excluded
follows: "Integrity"- 75%; from the search as well.
100
"Public relation skills"- 60%;
Another staff member felt there
"Academics"- 58%; "Sense of should be no trustees on the
Community"- 49%; i'Sense of committee because "they are
Humor"- 45%; ''Financial political appointments and would
Expertise"- 42%; "Compassion"- lean toward politically connected
80
36%; "Political Connections"- candidates."
12%; and "Youth"-6%.
Students tended to push·
70
Only 4% of the respondents administrators and trustees more
filled in ·~other.". They responded than themselves. They also felt
that the new president should not that alumni and community
have a criminal past
leaders should not ·be emphasized.
Faculty responses tended to
The second question asked favor the faculty, with one
where the search should be respondent going as far as to say,
concentrated. Eighteen percent "Students should not be
felt that the new president should represented as they are already
come from the college. One third represented better through
felt that the search should be alumni. Trustees should have
concentrated in-state. And nearly minimal involvement."
one-half, 48%, felt that the search
There were many varied
should be nationwide.
responses to question five, which
Question three asked what type asked what the new president
of applicant should be targeted by
should do upon taking office.
the search committee. The largest
Many people responded that
group, 54%, checked "Admini- the new president will need to
strator." Thirty-one percent said rebuild the spirit and reputation
f
.
that another colle e resident
alumnus should flll · the job,
according to 11 % of the
respondents. Only 1 % said a
politician should get the job; and
3% responded "Other" - they felt
a faculty member should become
president.
Question four asked for comments concerning the make-up of

National
In - State

Faculty

Politician

In- house

What qua Iii ies should the new president posess?

--~. . .Ill.I

these answers.
Other suggestions included
upgrading dorms, classrooms,
food service and parking,
implementing a new registration
process, and continuing all
existing programs for a period of
18 months to see how they work
out.

SGA Drug Committee
issues tough statement
By Brent F. Rossi
Comment staff
The Student Government
Association voted last Tuesday
to adopt a drug policy statement,
drafted by the Drug Policy
· Committee. The policy reads:
The Drug Committee of the
Student Government Association
of Bridgewater State College
believes:
a) that no student should be
suspended from this institution
and/or its residence halls until he
is found guilty_ by a judicial board
of his peers.
b) temporary suspension
should only be utilized in matters
involving violence and/or drug

sile.
c) that the scent of a controlled
substance alone is not enough
evidence to prove drug use.
In the name of basic fairness
and democratic justice, we hope
that Bridgewater State College

will adopt these statements .as a
matter of college policy.
The College Handbook states
that "the possession, use, sale or
consumption of any controlled
substance. . . is a violation of
College Policy and the laws of
the Commonwealth of Massachus~tt~ and is prohibited.
."Suspected violators will be
suspended from the College
pending due process," continues
the Handbook. ,
Congressman Patrick Pearce is
one of the main propon~nts of
the policy and a member of the
Drug Policy Committee. He
stated at the meeting, that "if
you're charged, you're removed
pending due process." If adopted,
this policy would allow anyone
charged to remain in classes and
in the residence halls until they
go up before the Judicial Board.
According to Pearce, the policy
will now be sent to Acting
President Robert Dillman.

Also Available
SGA President Devin must make
one appointment to the
Presidential Search Committee
Interested freshmen, sophomores or juniors
may ·apply at the SGA office

i
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Motion to low er SG A BSC welcbmes new athletic dire ctor
fee kill ed by Congress
By Ed Ward
Comment staff

By Brent Rossi
Cornment staff
The Student Governm ent
Associati on killed a motion
before them Tuesday night that
would have lowered the SGA
fee from S24 to S20 per
student.
The mcusurc, which was
brought up at the meeting of
January 19 und tabled; failed by
a vote of 5-11-1 afLer lengthy

debate.

SGA President Tom Devin
col.mtcrcd Ward's arguments by
claiming that. while the SGA
might have extra money now,
if the fee was cut now, a few
years down the road, when
costs rise, the fee would have
to be raised again in order LO
break even.

Cigncui .said that LllC money

in ammcnitics is intended for
Lhc purchase of gifts, flowers
for funerals of members of the
college commun ity and
'birthday presents. Cignctti did
not specify who the gifts are
intended for.
.::rhe ammenities ·fund. is one· ·

"It's time to take a long look
at our goals, athletical ly, and
really make a statemen t about
what Bridgew ater wants to
become," says new Athletic
Director, Cecelia DeMarco.
DcMu.rco is a 1973 graduate of
BSC. During her four years at
Bridgewa ter, she received the
Mary Jo :t-.foriarty award and was
norninaLCd for the Hill Ross
a \vard for her outstand ing
:.tchicvcmcnts on and off Lhc
court.
She is encourage d by what she
has seen of Bridgewa ter in the
past, as well as today.
"Bridgewater has the resources
to be the absolute best in the
rv1assach usetts State College
system. We have a good size
student populatio n, an ideal
location, a wonderfu l campus
selling, and a tremendo us
commitm ent to academi c

excellence.
"I'm not necessari ly saying
that (we) need to be number one
in everythin g all of the time.
But, I really do think we can be
competiti ve in every single sport
we offer, from women's tennis to
men's football."
Facility size is one major
drawback she has recognize d so

far.
"We're experiencing a great
growth in members, yet our
facility was -built for only 2000
.
~

something I look forward to as a
clwllcnge."
She admits, however, that iL
will take a while before she can
make any major changes.

MassPIRG in jeop ard y

"You have to spend time
looking first as an observer and
then you can take an active part.
Keep what you think is good;
strong and efficient and tune up
those things you don't."

Congress man Grace DeAbreau
stated that the fee does appear on
the bill, and that it is waiveable.,

In addition to goal· setting and
facility enhance ment, she
believes that commun ication

Cecelia DeMarco

(Staff photo by Debra Willis)

with the studcn Ls is very
important .
"I want to really communi cate
with the student athletes to find
out, from them, how the program
is servicing their needs, because
that's why we're here. We're not
anyone

else

olhcr

than

mitted that the students did
approve MassPIRG last year and
that it is not scheduled to come
up again until 1989, but he said
"we can do it early."
Congress man· Ed Ward fought
against the motion.
"You can't do it," stated Ward.
"They've assured their place on
campus until 1989. Ward also
questione d Lange's motives on
the topic.
"Is it just because it's not our

"People have a responsibility to
read their bill," she stated.
The question was called, and the
motion failed 7-9-1.

The

ma~n

defeated at the meeting of Jan.
26.
"It just seems we're not
consistent," said Ward.
Lange continued iO argue that
~ple are paying 'for MassPIRG
without knowing it

Professo r Auslande r of the
managem ent science departme nt
who has been actin:g athletic;
director
since last
s rin r s caks
,,
'
'1 ' '
'

When asked to commen t on
the unfortun ate events that
bccurcd last year, which cost the
baseball team five early season
wins and the women's basketbal l
team its MASCA C title, she
responde d, "Keeping eligibility
records is a full time job."

of the policies proven successfu l
in keeping eligibility records in
New Hampshi re here at BSC.

"She's a very knowlcd gable
take-char ge type of person and
she has gained the confidenc e of
the athletic departme nt. I'm
immense ly impresse d," said
Auslander.
DcMarco is looking forward to
her new position as athletic
director.
"I'm excited about being here.
Bridgewa ter is special. It is the
place that gave me my start and
this is my opportun ity to give
somethin g back."

An education for those who can't look the other way. ·

proponents of the

motion, Students Against Fee
Abuse, is not recognize d by the
SGA, or by "anyone but the
members" of the group, according
to Congress man Jeff Tucker.

"You can't do that," · stated Ward .
"They 've assur ed their place on
campus until 1989."
money," he queried? (MassPIRG
is not an SGA organiza tion).
Ward submitted a motion several
weeks ago to lower the SGA fee
by four dollars; the motion was

fall.

the

students."

She plans to incorpora te some

cont. from p. 1

She hopes to have the system
complete ly computer ized by next

When asked for a list of
members. which· Tucker said he
would supply after the meeting,.
Lange objected to the list being
given out.
"(Explet ive deleted) him, 11
exclaime d Lange, referring to the
Comment reporter. "Don't give.
him no list.''
Tucker did supply a list, whiCh
included himself, SGA Par-

liamentarian. C~~ Perra:, Pearce,
Lange and "several other people." .

If you gain satisfactio n
from reaching out and.
helping others, Northea8t~
em University has. a special
place for you. At BostonBouve College of Human
Developm ent Profession s
you can learn to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on.a part-time and
full-time basis and combine
dassroom theory with
practical, hands-on

experience.
Call (617) 437~2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeaste rn University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Education

·Programs

• Counselir1g
• Consulting Teacher of
Reading
•Curriculu m at1d
. Instruction
~ Education al Research
•Human Developm ent
• Rehabilita tion
Administra tion
• Special Education

Master of Science
Programs·.
• Counseling Psychology

• E;xercise Sciences
Athletic 'fraining
Biomecha nics
Clinical Exercise Physiology
• Physical Education
• Recreation , Sport & ·
Fitness Manageme nt
• Rehabilita tion Counselin g
• Speech-La nguage
Pathology & Audiology

N.ondegre e Certificat ion
Programs
• Counselin g .
•Elementa ry & Secondary
School '{eacher Preparatio n
•Special Education

/1•l I

t.I

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University

An equal opporturutylaffirmative
· action university,
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Fou r cases are hear d by the Stud ent Cou rt
cont.from p. 1

for $40.00 was improperly filled
out, with Chin being the
recipient of the money, instead of
the club.
In defense of Chin's case, Congressman Patrick Pearce,
Christopher Clark, and Paul
Goulart, submitted a motion for
dismissal based upon three
reasons.
The first was that DeRosa
failed to present a summary of
the verbal arguments that were to
be offered in support of the
judgment desired. All documents which pertain to a certain
case pending must be forwarded
by the attorney general.
Also, DeRosa failed to follow
an article of the SGA
Constitution . This states that the
Student Court can consider
impeachme nt of a "Congressional member or Executive
Board member." Since Chin was
not a member of either, she could
not be impeached under this
article.
Finally, the SGA Constitution does not grant the Student
Court jurisdiction over criminal

violations of the Massachuset ts
General Laws. The laws are only
to be used as a reference material
by the Court, at its own
discretion.
The case. which was presented
under executive session, ended
after several minutes. All charges
against her had been dismissed by
the Court.
The only actions required are
that elections be held to find a
new treasurer and secretary for the
Biology Club. and that copies of
the receipts be presented to the
SGA treasurer.
The first case of the day
involved whether or not the
Student Court has jurisdiction to
convene to consider the facts
when a recommenda tion, other
than the impeachmen t charge, is

wanted.
Pearce stated that there was "no
way this Court can act within the
parameters of Robert's Rules of
Order, when Robert's Rules has
no effect upon the Court." He
also requested that the Court give
an immediate verdict. for the
result had bearing on Susan
Gentile's case.

SGA attorney general
DeRosa (file photo)
The decision. by a 4-0 vote,
said that the Court could convene
to consider such actions. Chief
Justice Keith Wilcox stated that
the "Stu dent Court is an
investigati ve
body,
not
reprimander s. We only make
recommendations."
The case against Congressman Susan Gentile involved the
facts that "she has missed
numerous required and regularly
scheduled SGA meetings."
Excused absences are allowed in
missing SGA meetings, but no
more than two unexcused
absences are permitted. If this
occurs, disciplinary actions are
taken.

DeRosa requested that if the
Court should reach a finding of
guilty, a recommenda tion of
impeachment should be made to
the SGA. Originally, the charge
was to include a recommendation
of a reprimand, but the charge
was upped at the last moment to
impeachment and neglect of duty.
Pearce moved to dismiss the
charges. on the ground that "the
Congress voted in its power to
dismiss all charges against her."
The dismissal was denied. Wilcox
advised DeRosa, however, that he
would disregard all excused
absences.
DeRosa told the Court that
Gentile had missed over 70% of
the meetings, since the academic
year began. He said that, "even if
the absences are excused, she is
still neglecting her duty. She was
elected by her constituents. She
has failed to stand up to her responsibilities."
Gentile mentioned that she was
not a member of the Congress
until November 10, when she
was officially sworn in. She had
attended previous SGA meetings,
but had had no voting rights.

Dillm an plans to move college forward
cont. from p. 1
educational aide, prior to being
named president of BSC.
"I think the events were
unfortunate, a tragedy for him and
his family," says Dillman of

in an objective way. We must
maintain a balance which
guarantees that people arc treated
fairly and with some dignity and
that an atmosphere of free
exchange is always guaranteed."

Ir:dclicato. "He has only _been

AlLhough his time as prcsillcnt

:r ·can't

proven..
~stf'ess 'that ...
enough."
He also feels that the college
"must come to know what
happened and make sure that in
the future we always question,
evaluate and maintain a sense of
balance which allmvs for people ·
to assess the running of a college

~

lirnited, Dillman doesn't sec
himself as simply holding the
fort.
"My responsibility is to try to
move forward. I said to the
faculty (in a meeting held January
20) that my responsibility is not
to maintain the status quo - it's
to help the school progress and

Help
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Management
I

$4.5 0
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per

hour
697-1200 x2161

5lntliony's
Limousine

move forward. My experience
here and knowledge of the
campus helps me to have a
broader perspective on what's
going on and what should be
going on .... I don't sec myself
ns u c<.ircu.\kcr ."

president .iS i~ tir1a,
quite sure what wffl happcnto
him. "For 20 years,. I never
thought at all about leaving

Bridgewater. In the last year, I've
been forced to lhink about that. I
would never say anything
negative about Bridgewater, the
school or the people. I could
retu~n to t~c facult?', or_ ~\S vice
im~:m.lcr:i:1g~a,caucmic um.urs. The

; ·. , ·.· ··r· h·.
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Originally, Gentile's sports
activities did not coincide with
her SGA duty of attending the
meetings. But her schedule
changed, and conflicts occurred.
The Court said a decision
would be rendered on Thursday.
The final case asked the Court
to interpret the words " ... for in
compliance with the SGA
Constitution . . . "
DeRosa wanted to know if it
was in his procedure to determine
the nature of this phrase.
Pearce questioned whether it
was correct for the attorney
general to declare a club's
constitution not in agreement
with the SGA's, when a former
attorney general said that it was
acceptable. He also wondered
"should only the attorney general
be able to have the power to
review cons ti tu tions." The
question of how often should a
club's constitution be reviewed
was posed, also. The Student
Court stated it would render its
judgment on Thursday, February

.Graduate School. Boston-Bouve College of Human De\felopment Professions
I 06 Dockser Hall. Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave .. Boston. MA 0211 5
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onValentrn esDay.
The FTD®Love Not

·t,

e
Well .. Jetme .tell you,
when• I.saw those
a···

..

·. ouque.

beautiful flowers in
that fine porcelain

bowl it drove me wild.
Besides, this glorious
bouquet also came
with a note pad and
pencil with which I've
written my Valentine
every day.
And smart Valentines
know it doesn't cost
much to send us
anthemaniacs into
this flower frenzy.
Just ask your florist
to have FTD send
one for you.

,·
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Vi~~Ri?n!nt
resignation f_

Editorial

Mag no's
is long overdue

-

The events of the last two months have brought to the
attention of many some disturbin g information abo?t the
Bridgewa ter State College board of trustees, and Chairman
Vincent Magno in particular.
::::i==:ti1..---=----~-i
The board itself has handled the entire Indelicato affair in
less than a professio nal manner. During two straight
meetings, on Decembe r 7, and December 16, the board
conducte d all of its business behind closed doors, in open
violation of the Massachu setts state open meeting law.
They opened the meetings up to the public only long
enough to go through the formal voting process on matters
which were discussed entirely in private. Never was the
public, to whom these people are ~~pp~sedly answe!able,
given the chance to hear any quahf1cat10ns of candidate s
for acting president , nor was it allowed to listen to the
reasons for Indelicato 's resignation. In fact, those waiting
outside the conferenc e room doors on Decembe r 7, didn't
even find out for certain that Indelicato had resigned until
almost midnight - five hours after the national wire services
had broadcast that information to the rest of the nation.
The board does not have the support of the faculty,
several of whom very vocally urged the board to resign at
the Decembe r 16 meeting. The faculty met only days after
the first meeting and, while they did not, as reported, give
the board a vote of no·confid ence, they did fail in giving
them a vote of confidenc e. Many students have also
expressed concern as to the actions of the board.
"At least the faucets don't leak."
, . , ... However , the most disturbin g aspect of the bo~d as. i t ,< .··,·.... • ·· .... · . . . ·. ·.·.··. .. ..
. . . ·.··••· .··. . • . .
.
··........ ··
if ,. '·'P" .s~~,l-,1t•malfifliciU• • • • •1111£1t11
•
r:ro11!oi••ui"''" 0 , 4 . 1.111 "111illJJ1111a1u1umu11
1 mn· 1111a11MB1nnr111rra'!nrrr~ 1d111
!UIU•illll~ m
0

.
--:~~;;~~~~ ~o~se:~~~~nb~~~r~::i~~~:~~/n;~~~~~. ~~ Req uie m for an ind1v1 · ua1
th..; governor's office of educational affairs, all prospective
trustees in the state must, as .a matter of policy,' be
recomme nded by that· office, with the education advisor's
approval . Others ·served on the search and screening
committe e that failed to "screeI1 1' Indelicato's past before
appointin g him as president of BSC.
·.
One memberr ecommen ded by Indelicato for a position
here is Magno. That1sthe same Vincent Magno that went
to high schoolwi th Indelicato . And it's the same Vincent
Magno that was appointed as a trustee while Iridelicato was.
the governor's educational advisor, but:Who has publicly,
denied ever having been interview ed ot screened for the
job by Indelicat<; - desp~te the.fact that that was Indelic:ato's
function at the time, to mterv1ew or screen every applicant
for such a position.
i
In essence, Magno was recomme nded for the position of
trustee by Indelicato , only to tum around and recomme nd
him to the board of regents as president~
.
Clearly, some changes need to be made. One good place
to begin would be with Magno's resignation. That move is
long overdue. Even if Magno had no knowledg e of
Indelicat o at all before being appointed as a trustee, he
should have resigned immediately upon the appointment of
Indelicat o as president of BSC.
. ...·
Magno should resign. before he, or ·any of the ·other
members of th~ board of trustees, causes the school further
embarras sment.
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Ommen ary

ByBillBilo deau
Comment staff

. C>nemonth. That's how longit
took· for the most devestatin g
effect of the Gerry Indelicato
affair to come to pass. On .
December 23~ Professor Harold
Ridlon passed away, forever
depriving , Bridgewa ter State
College of. one of its most
extraordinary individuals.
In over a quarter of a century
here at BSC, Harold Ridlon
served as a member of the
English department,. as well as
chair of that department and dean
. of humanities. In a department
well known for being too
highbrow (read: too concerned
with English literature so Jar

,. .
removed that today's society that
it borders on the trivial), Ridlon
chose to concentrate his courses
on more recent literature such as
twentieth-century poets. jazz-age
writers and the alcoholic
American in literature.
· He was concerned; concerned
with his students, and concerned
for the school. It was that
concern which very possibly cost
him his life.
You see, Harold Ridlon was
one of the administra tion's
biggest. supporters during his
tenure at Bridgewater. In fact, he
was a very good friend of Adrian
Rondileau and was close to
Indelicato and his wife, Paula, as
well.
That's why he was so adversely
affected by the events of the past
two months. Friends say he took
it as a personal .thing, feeling
betrayed by someone he truly

Th e Co m m en t
Christine Howard

l

Managing ,Editor
Brent F. Rossi

News Editor
Bill· Bilodeau _

liked. In addition, he felt that he_
should have seen it coming, and
was seen personally apologizing
to people for things he had no
control over.
That's the kind of man Harold
Ridlon was. When things began
to come to light that he could not
believe. the sheer weight of it all
became too much for him. It got
inside this man whose heart was
not strong, who was still on
medication from his own earlier
battle with alcoholism , and it
destroyed him from the inside
out.
The Indelicato affair will ·
continue for sometime, and may
prove to be even more costly to
the school, or to individual s
connected with it. But-regardless
of what comes up in the future, it
will never cost anyone more than
it has already cost the B SC
community.
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Dillman praises
Black History Month
To the editor:
An open letter to the students:

aoo

Activities
events are being
organized and initiated throughout
the country for the national
observanc e of Black History
Month. This observanc e was a
product of the effort and
dedication of Black scholars and
freedom fighters who sought to
confront the contradict ion of
being black in · Democrat ic
America.
The Organizati on of AfroAmerican Students in conjunction with the Office of
Minority Affairs, as well as the
Campus Center Program Committee, has scheduled a number of
interesting and informativ e educational activities to commemorate the month of February.
As students commited to the
search for knowledge , I urge you
to attend one, if not all, of these
scheduled activities. February 9

11
••••

Eye on the Prize: What is the

Prize?" panel discussion lead by

Mr. E. Lovell Dyett, Maxwell
Library Lecture Hall, 4 - 5:30
p.m.; February 16 --- 11 Being
Professiona l," :.Maxwell Library
Lecture Hall, 4 - 5:30. p.m.;
February 18 ---"The Music of
Black Composers ," Rondileau
Campus Center Auditorium, 7:30
- 8:30 p.m.; and February 24 --- a
lecture by Mr. Donald Woods,
author of Cry
Freedom ,
Rondileau Campus Center Ballroom, 7:30 - 8:30 p.m.
The focus of Black History
Month is to highlight some of
the contributio ns made by black
Americans , while fostering a
greater awareness of those
contributio ns made by all of
mankind.

Acting President Dillman

The making of
an unpresident
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Me ese must master morals
and make many ammends
By Chris Perra
Special to The Comment
When I think of the Office
of the Attorney General of the
United States ofAmerica, it
calls to mind aU sorts of
images. I think of it as
defender of the Constitutio n
and Laws of the United States.
I think of it as fighting
corruption in our governmen t
and as the protector of our
rights.
The Office, however, has
been held since 1984 by Edwin
Meese. This man has been in
office for four years, and has
been investigate d, in one form
or another, six times. In fact
he is still being investigate d a~
this moment.
His nominatio n hearings
were extended while the
Congress
investiga ted
problems with his finances. He
was investigate d because he
was thought to have intervened
with tpe military to get a

In the Middle
.contract for the Wed tech

Corporation on behalf of E.
Robert Wallach. Wallach was
subsequen tly indicted. Not
enough evidence was found to
indict Meese.
Meese was then investigated
because he invested in a
limited blind partnership with
a banker who was on the board
of Wedtech. Meese made a
substantial profit, but again,
not enough evidence was found
to indict Meese.
Meese is still being
investigatedi along with many
others, about the Iran Scam
deal. Meese failed to disclose
the details of the Iran Scam
Scandal for five days after he
learned of it. During this time,
Oliver North shredded almost
all the imp6Itant documents.
Meese is also being
investigate d for pushing the
deregulat ion of phone
companies , when he could

stand to make a profit with the
phone company stock he
owns.
Finally, Meese is being
investigated to see what role he
played in a possible Iraqi
pipeline deal. His friend, E.
Robert Wallach, is involved in
this one too.
Even if Meese is cleared of
all wrongdoi ng by the
investigato rs, what kind of an
example does this man set for
the country? It. may not be
clear if any· actual laws were
broken, but it is crystal clear
that this Attorney General has
no sense of the high and
trusted position which he fills.
The people of this country
should have an Attorney
General who is "Mr. Clean"~ a
man who will symbolize the
laws of this country. Not a ·
man who appears to ride the
fine line between legality and
illegality. The United States
needs an Attorney General that
it can trust, not an Edwin

Meese.

Just Barely Managing
By Brent Rossi

Comment staff
Day by day and almost minute by minute the past was brought up
w date . . .nor was any item of news, or any expression of opinion,
which con icted with the needs o che moment ever. allowe.d to

reins~rib~d e;~cd{as i;ft~n as wa; necessary.
- from George·or well's 1984
Had Orwell's hero. Winston Smith, survived 1984 with anything
resembling a brain, he would have had a job waiting for him here at
the college. It seems that his services are needed by someone· in the
administration.
.
In the book, it was Smith's job at the Ministry of Truth to rewrite
history; if something clashed with Party ideology, it was simply
taken out of the records. Smith's expertise in the erasure of the past
would come in handy in situations that make the college look bad. In
fact, someone is doing just that here at BSC, concerning Gerard
Indelicato.
Indelicato has become a personna non grata; in Smith's world, he
would be termed doubleplusungocd. After the powers that be finished
with him, he would no longer exist-he would become an unperson.
In our world, things aren't much different. In some circles, even to
mention his .name seems taboo. Some people at the college are
trying to rewrite history by trying to deny that Indelicato ever existed.
At the transfer/freshman orientation held in January, the incoming
students were shown the "Rah! Rah! Bridgewater" slide show. They
went through all the past presidents of the college - and ended with
Rodileau. According to "one who knows," there were 38 slides that
Indelicato appeared in. Now there are none.
,
. The student handbooks they handed out were tile same ones
available in the fall - with one exception. The first page, the one with ·
Indelicato's picture and message to the students, had been removed. By
hand.
Several campus sources ~ll me that his portrait has not been done,
and may not be done for years to come.
·
Bridgewate r State is an institution of tradition. As one of the oldest
public colleges in America, we have a long history to reflect upon.
Now someone is trying to blow a hole through that.sense of our past.
The years 1986-87 in our personal history books will be as empty as
the new white house on Park Terrace.
. I'm .not going to get into Iridelicato's guilt or innocence; that is for
a court to decide. But I am saying that we cannot simply wipe him,
or all the changes he made, out completely. Sure, he had us fooled.
~ut we .cannot deny his existence. Richard Nixon 1s name still appears
m the hst of the U.S. presidents.
.·Look ahead to the future, but don't forget the past. Things like the
total denial of a man's existence just don't happen in today's society ..
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Everythzngfaded away into a shadow~world in which, finally, even
the date of the year ha.d become uncertain.
. ·
After all, this is 1988~ Isn't it?
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The madness continues.
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Censorship of the student press "locks
students into a different world from reality"
To the editor:
I read the Globe article about
the high school newspaper
censorship ruling and was
outraged. I would like to raise a
!ew points to the rest of the
world who believe the .court did
the right thing.
There are two things that hit
me hard when I read last Sunday's
article. One was the contradiction
in the use of "freedom;" the other
was a misled idea of education.

By contradiction in the use of
''freedom" I am referring to how
the "adult" papers are allowed to
do more than the "student"
papers. I understand different
abilities demand different treatments, but that is what advisors
are for. Classed in with "student"
newspapers are college papers;
will this decision of"freedom
equal d.iscriminiation" be spread

to us'!
By misled idea of education, I
mean those articles were educational. True, that area is highly
conservative; yes, they are highly
religious. Hence, if the principal
had, as the publisher, let that go
phone calls probably would have
abounded. Does that mean that all
states have to follow the same
drummer, even though they don"t
have the same values?
My problem with that outlook
(of reinforcing only what you

want people to see) is this; both
sides are not discussed. As this
goes on, over time, over many
problems, "students" are not
allowed to make up their own
mind for themselves as "citizens"
who deal with reality. By doing
this, you lock students in a
different world from reality. This
leaves us. with the problem that,
when we do get out of school, we

cannot deal with reality. We were
not exposed to it; how can we
understand it? This gets perpetuated by all the parents 1
thinking they have to shield us
from it more, creating a vicious
cycle further defining the split
between "student" and "adult"
Before anyone tells us we
cannot handle real life, we should
get them to answer these
questions.
Do I want one-sidOO uneducated
people running the government ·
when I get older?
Do I want this done to me, my
little brothers or sisters or my
children?
Is that appropriate behavior
from an educational institution
that is supposed to teach me to
made adult decisions?
And tell them where to go as a
"student" who dislikes this
treatment.
Louise Calendrella

The red tape blues
all we wanted vvas a piece of paper
Sure.
After being told that we could
obtain one day .visitor's permits
every time we needed to stay late,
By Bill Bilodeau
simply by trekking all the way to
Comment staff
the campus police station and
h
· ·
A p:ece of paper. That's all we
duty an
wanled. Was that too much to g1vmg t e. clerk on personal
obscene amount of
ask?

Newsworthy

after three or four times, we crune
to an agreement to supply the
chief with much unneeded
information in order to obtain the
passes. So now we're only days
away from these wonderous
pieces of paper, right?
Wrong.

One extra large
bottle of aspirin,
please!
Editorial Comments
By Christine .Howard
Comment staff
One of the major hassles faced by college editors is submissions
to the newspaper.
Administrative and academic departments, and clubs and
organizations often regard the newspaper as another public relations
tool of the college, and feel that they can demand that a story be
printed or request that their submissions be given special
consideration. They even feel that they have the right to determine
in which area of the paper th-eir submission be published. Other
groups claim persecution or discrimination if their submission does
not appear in the paper. Students complain that they will fail a
course if the article is not in the paper.
It's not that The Comment does not appreciate submissions from
other groups on campus. We don't have enough staff to cover the
goings on of every group and organization, so it really helps,
however we are a newspaper. (The key word here is news.) We only
have a certain amount of space each week. In order to meet our
reader's needs ·and keep their interest we have to prioriLize what goes
into the paper.
This is why we have a submiss:on policy. It makes it easier for
members of the college community to work with the paper, and
saves everyone time by clarifying what we'll print and where and
when we'll print it.
Letters to the editor must be typed, 500 words or less, signed,
and must include a phone number for verification. We will not
publish letters that do not have a signature and a phone number.
However, if there is a valid reason, we will withold the name. The
letter will not be printed if the content is libelous. This includes
personal attacks and inaccurate facts. I will not be sued because you
do not like your professor, and want to warn the rest of the school

0hl~l:llcelo~.:~l:i~i~.el.~i~:li~Mei.if~i~lll~tl~ci~i~ii!inl~~ue~;l~l~~Yui~~~~~i~aoen·~-t~f-olrm~si,• • •
ajlplgli~l·~-~-·
~.n~fo~r~m~ar(I'mti~0·~n~,~b~ut~·~c_o~u~l~d~·n~o_~t~g~e.~t~a~•l,,.."';~~:~,,~o,,.~w~i~~e~f~~~~milaMte~~~·srt•he~thff~ij··~ffml·~,~~~~····~'·:'!!~~~~~Pwt~*~f6rtr~f!,linights
·~
not.~ute. but I believe
the campus police nearly a year
ago was several pieces of paper
with our name -· The Comment ·
. .
and the signature of the chief of
police-Fortunato
the campus
Graca, written on t~em. The
purpose behind this was simple we often have had problems with
P¥'king afterJ2 ~-m~ (undeserved
tickets) whife: working on the
paper. O.K. · The· .problem:
letting the campus police know
that we had a good· reason for
being parked in the lots at such a
late hour. The simple solution:
the· aforementioned pieces of
paper, to be taped in. our car
windows next to our decals. to
show the campus police that the
paper is why we were there. No
problem, right?
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Wilson was "m'adequate."
. Apparently .• he had forgotten to
give them the weather co·nditions
1·n Detroi"t . duri·.ng. the. year·s 0 ·ur
respective cars were made.
Anyway, after another month,
during which we gave the chief
everything he had asked for, we
Well, P.R.. Director Dave
were informed that he had "sent
.'\Vilsoti 'was assigned to our
us.
away for". custom decals
predicament. Dave, at ih:n time,
An.d
Isn't ·.that_. special?
was a very busy·man. (He may
expensive.
still be, but why did I recently
Now, we're still waiting for
see his picture on a milk carton'?.
these decals; which were
Dave? Where are you, Dave?).
pres"umably bought with state
But, aftei: eight months of ''I'll
money, so they can serve the
get right on it", we finally gcJt a
same purpose as the pieces of
and
Graca
Chief
with
meeting
paper with "The Comment" on
someone in. personnel. whose job
them.
still isntt clear to me. ,
Such is life here at the funny
At this meeting,, after ·
farm.
explaining what it was we were

some obscure blue law, last used
.
d urmg
the Sa 1em witch hunts,
.
was cited as the reas.onfor this),
we went to see our former chief
executive, who's door was
"always open.,.

for

.

.

should be no longer than three paragraphs. The deadline is Monday
at noon.
Articles submitted should be of interest to the general college
·
h ·· f
community. If the article concerns something t at is o no mterest
to anyone except one specific group, then it will not be printed.
follows: reviews and features, Monday at noon;
Deadlines are
sports, Tuesday at noon; news, Wednesday at noon. Articles do not
have to be typed, but they should be legible.
All clubs and organizations. recognized by the Student
Government Association are entitled to one free quarter page ad per
.·semester. Tbe 9.uarterpage may be divided up into several smaller
ads, or rim as one large ad. Free ads will appear in the paper on a
space availability basis. Once the free space has been used the
nonnal ad rates will be charged.
The Comment does want to work with. other groups· by
providine coverage of their activities and allowing space for
. students to express their views. By following the submission
policy, you'll save yourself time, and save us some money on ·
aspirin.

as

,

Student press censorship: young Writer's clamp
.

.

Perspectives ·
By John Burns
Comment staff
For most of the students here at
Bridgewater, an important requirement for graduation from
high school was passing a U~S.
History course. Again, when we
arrived here and looked over the
GER's, we found a course was
mandatory that would study ·the
Constitution. Finally, most of
the last year was· spent
celebrating the bicentennial of
this document that establishes
our rights and responsibilities as
American citizens. With all this
education on becoming good

citizens, and taking part in the
governmental process,· it strikes
me as ironic that the Supreme
Court would see. fit to deny the
First Amendment right of the free
press to a group of high school
the grounds that "the
students
school owns the paper and hence
has the right to censor it."
I'm talking about the Court's
decision on Jartuary 13, regarding
a high school paper in
Hazelwood, Mo. In 1983, the
principal of the Hazelwood East
high school deleted two pages
from the school paper because he
didn't feel that articles they
contained, (on divorce and on teen
pregnancy), were ''suitable and
teen-agers.
appropriate 1'
The Court wrote that the

on

for

"

prjncipal was not. offending the
First Amendment·"by exercising.
editorial control OVyf the style
content of student spee~fl in
school~sponsored acti.vities . .
.(when reasonably related) ... to
legitimate pectagoidcal concerns.''

and

What this d9es, in effect, is give
·government officials, (which
public school .administrators are),
the final word on students'
expressions of themselves. It has
given one more angle of powerto
those already in a position, to
control what they wantstudents
·
to think.
This decision is a complete
reversal of the dedaration in 1969
that students and teachers•"do riot
shed their Constitutionalrights..

"'

at the schoolhouse gate."
heard the fables told by Tass or
What scares many people is. the 'Pravda, has seen the extent that
government censorship can be
implications of the specific
wording of .the statement that carried to.
January was celebrated as
could·· lead ·to problems for
"Freedom of the College Student
school-sponsored papers at public
celleges. We have already seen Press Month," and it is important
for students to get involved in.the
the ·effects of an· over-. zealous
censorship issue. The modern
student governmentinthe case at
North Adams State College last mass media is an industry that
haS become essential to our daily
year. Is somebody going to get
this monster interpreted to apply ·lives in society . .It may not seem
like an issue that concerns you,
to college publications as well?
The ·taxpayers own the high but, like the ·poem about the
$ehool paper, and the principal Holocaust, if we stand by and let
has been given censorship rights. the powers-that-be chip away one
right at a time, one social group
Does this extrapolate to a student
at a time, when they come to
government having .the right to
some thing important to you,
censor a. paper own~d by the
"nobody will be left to speak for
.
seen
.students? Anybody who has
(you)."
"Good Morning Vietnam," or
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Next·Week:
•Cheap Thrills-;;.
Inexpensive things to
do around BSC
•Punk's Not Dead

rand master
Ph lash

Boots, In Memory of Tim by Phil In Phlash. On display at the Wet Gallery, 542 Columb1.1::; Av?,., Bo'.>ton.

By Brian Hughes
Comment staff

.
P

hil In Phlash is a name that makes most people say_ "Wh9?" when they hear it,
but not for long. Thanks to the Wet Gallery in Boston, the public is- getting a
chanc~ to see the talents,of a man who was only exposed to the general public in .. ·
glimpses on the Arts and Entertainnient pages of the Boston Phoenix, and occasional
pieces elsewhere. .
..
·
. ·
.
Most were first introdu~edto the photography of Phil In Phlash when he was seen
as the photographer for the cover of This Is Boston, Not L.A., a hardcore
·
compilationreco.rd rd~ased ~·few years <:igo .. Otherthan this·and his photos in the
'Phoenix, verylittle wasseenof this enigmatic artist. Until now~
His photographs include three portraits of people,
dead, who were very special
to him. The firstis one of artist Andy Warhol. ''I tookthe picture, and decided thatf
could talk to him at a later tirne.Ineverdid," writes Phil In Phlash about this portrait.
The second is a photograph of Ansel Adams, that he had to wait for behind a curtain
after a lecture. "Itwas worth it,"he says. The final one is of reggae musician Peter
Tosh. ''He was talking about the American injustice to Jamaican ganga growers, and
how many families were being put out ofbusiness ... He was·always·singing
'Legalize it. .. '."
No matter how you feel about PunkRock,_Peter Tosh, or a groupie whom he
".·.. Asked For A Picture And She Gave Me More," these images will move you. The
exhibit consists of about twenty photographs, and will be at the WetGallery, 542
Columbus Avenue in Boston until February sixth.
The Wet Gallery is easy to gettofrom the MBTA's Mass. Ave. Orange Line stop.
Just walk down Mass. Av(!., awayfromSymphony Hall. At the first set of traffic
lights, take a left onto Columbus Ave. The Wet Gallery is" about two blocks up on the
right.

·an
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-Speed Of Sound By Max Speed
Comment staff
Well, another year has come and gone, and I hope that all you music lovers out there are ready for what
looks to be one of the best years in music.
On the local scene, Mike Gitter, hardcore guru extraordinaire,is not moving to sunny California. So we
can expect to see some pretty hot stuff in the hardcore scene in the coming year. Also, watch this space for
an announcement concerning a benefit for my hardcore compilation album.
As for the shows, DI and Doggy Style at TI's at the end of last semester was great, one of the most
powerful hardcore shows I've seen. Also, see Bullet LaVolta if you get the chance. Their show with Tall
Paul at Green Street Station was hot. Green Street had quite a few other shows over the break, including
one with The Duckbills. Viet Dog, and Maelstrom. Look for Maelstrom and The Duckbills on my
upcoming album. Maelstrom blends speed-metal and hardcore perfectly. The Duckbills tend toward the older
punk style, reminiscent of Stiff Little Fingers. For only their second show, this one rocked. As usual,
Holy Cow did a great show with A Scanner Darkly at Green Street. A Scanner Darkly tends to sound a bit
like the old Cult and Siouxsie combined. Not surprising--the lead singer looks like Robert Smith. Holy
Cow is, well ... Holy Cow. Chris' vocals are sounding less and less like Peter Murphy, emphasizing his
own style. How can't you like a guy who crawls under the stage to sing?
The Exploited did a couple of great shows last week, one at the Living Room on Wednesday and one at
the Channel on Thursday~ Mallethead opened at The Living Room show. Consisting of ex-members of
Gang Green (the good ones) and The Proleteriat, they have their own sound that is going to take a lot of
work to finalize because they're not sure if they want to be Hardcore, Progressive Rock, or Crooners. The
Eels and Psycho opened at The Channel. I got there too late to see The Eels, but Psycho was incredible.
The BIG show this week was Gene Loves J~ebel with Flesh For Lulu at the Living Room on Monday.
Flesh only played their new material, leaving out such faves as "Idol," but they made up for it when lead
singer Nick climbed the speaker stacks during "Siamese Twist." The Jezebels were fabulous as usual, but
why was James afraid of Christie's plastic dinosaur? Anyway, I don't think they left anything out. They
might have missed something, but I was too busy to notice. ·
· .
Coming up, we have a couple Gitterfests, but I can't remember them at the moment. There's one with
~enry Rollins at Green Street on February 18th. Also, The Meatmens' last show ever will be performed at
The Channel this Sunday. Lots of local shows around, so listen to WBIM for updates and free tickets to
these and other shows.

Introducing

u.

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

premieres nationwide the week of February 8th
U. is written by students for students, and will feature important articles,
photographs and cartoons selected from university newspapers from across
the country.

Look for U. in The Comment
Your newspaper is a charter member 'of the American Collegiate Network
which has made the introduction of this exciting news PL!blication possible.
The American Collegiate Netvvork, Santa Monica, California
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Dokken: back for the attack
ByBobUµ1g
Comment Staff
Out of all the musical outfits
that have emerged from the Los
Angeles area since 1983, there is
one that has been considered an
underachiever. That group is
Dokken, the four member unit
that has been on the brink of
success from the moment their
second l.p. Tooth and Nail hit
the retail outlets back in 1985.
At the time this conversation
took place, Back for (he Attack
had still not been released and
"Burning Like a Flame" was not
even in rotation on nationwide
playlists. The band's mood was
of cautious optimism. As George
and Jeff played the advance tape,
their excitement was obvious.
But they expressed reservations
whether the listening public was
ready for a hard rock album that
was thirty seconds longer than
Def Lcppard's hour long Hysteria.
Over the years, it has become
public knowledge that guitarist
Lynch and vocalist Don D,okken
don't always share the same
views. There are various reasons
for their disagreements: Don's
desire to play guitar, George's
dislike of ballads, egos, etc'. ..
Whatever the case, I had to know
if the reports of their often
strained relationship were true.
While Jeff jokes that the band
is made up of "fraternity hours at
happy brothers,"· George admits
that he likes it when people refer
to Don as "his singer." Both are

quick to point out that all four
members spent part of the
summer sharing an apartment in
Yuma, Arizona, where the
majority of the new record's
material was written.
All in all, George and Don
co-exist on a truce. Both are
polite to each other and get upset
over matters that are vital to the
group's success, for the most
part. After all, many great bands
have thrived on creative tension
between their members.
From talking to George, it
became obvious that he is so
dedicated to his music that he ·
doesn't like to be dictated to; not
even by his record company or
management. Don't think that
he's a troublemaker, he just feels
that the band should have the
final say in choosing what songs
should be singles, video~, etc.
George is intent on dispelling
the idea that he and Don are the
.primary forces in Dokken.
Granted, Don's vocal talents led
him to do much of the backup
work on the Scorpions breakthrough 1.p. Blackout. And, yeah,
George was asked to appear on
guitar wizard Tony MacAlpine's
instrumental Maximum Security
record along with Night Ranger's
Jeff Watson. So what if both of
them were hand-picked by Ronnie
James Dio for the Hear 'n' Aid
project of '86.
"There's been too much recognition for Don and I, both
individually and collectively."
insists George. "The sum of the
parts is more than the whole and

Mick and Jeff certainly deserve
more attention."
"Thank you for dispelling
those· fallacies," interrupts Jeff
graciously. "Seriously, too many
people classify Don as a
balladster, George as the heav:y
metallist (a reputation George
sort of enjoys), me as the melody
man and Wild Mick Brown as the
insane timekeeper." At the mention of his name, the slumbering
drummer awakens with a snort
and staggers away. So much for
his contributions to this interview.
. Again George praises his
rhythm section, "Mick and Jeffs
Beatlesque influences come
through time and time again on
this album. Take 'Night by
Night,' for example. There's
something in there from Abbey
Road, but we just can't place it."
Indeed, Brown and Pilson 's ·
backup vocals have come to the
forefront this time around and the
results are impressive, both on
vinyl and in concert.
Another surprise inspiration on
the album comes from the
deceased Randy Rhoads. "Our
instrumental track, 'Mr. Scary,'
came to me after listening to
Diary of a Madman," confides
George. Ironically, Lynch served
as Rhoads' replacement during a
three week stint with Ozzy
Osbourne during a tour of
England and ·Scotland. Lynch
expresses pleasure that Dokken
has produced a harder sound on
Back/or the Attack and avoided
ballads to please the executives,

Lynch with a grin and roll of his
eyes-. "luckily Eddie couldn't care
less. Actually, I· am glad that he
copied my 'original' idea of
striping his guitars."
J cff's laughter encourages
Lynch to further cxagggcrations;
"I think that' his fingertapping
idea might become a major
breakthrough. Did you know that
I have become a deity in Fiji?
The natives worship me in effigy
in my absence. I might have to
go back there on vacation because
there's a supposed coup in
progress."
Considering the mood they are
in, the next rumor clarification
question should never have been
asked, but it was, and the
resulting response was nothing
short of abusive. Is it true that
when the first album, Breaking
the Chains, came out in· Germany
it was a Don Dokken solo effort?
Answers George, "When we had
Ratt's Juan Croucicr on bass the
first 500 copies of that were
misprinted with Don's full name
on it. When we checked it out
with the record company, Don
was as surprised as we were. He
immediately said, "I don't know
what happened guys, I'll get it
fixed right away." Before the
sarcasm gets too biting, Jeff
brainstorms and decides to "send
Don to school for his Ph.D. so
we can all call him 'Doc
Dokken!' The remainder of the
evening was spent discussing
whether the long delay (nearly
him.
three years) would hurt album
"Oh, I loved that one," says cont. on p. 13

he says scornfully. Dokken has
been across the globe several
times in pursuit of success. For
some reason, though, they
sometimes end· up in the wrong
countries at the wrong time.
Remembers Jeff, "We had the
good timing of being over in
Spain when Reagan bombed
Libya. Being an American can
cause people to dislike you when
you're in Europe nowadays."
Which leads into an explanation by George of the song
'Lost Behind the Wall.' "First,
while we were traveling from
Germany to Sweden we discovered that the cloud from the
Chernobyl nuclear disaster was
following us. In Ireland our bus
got firebombed and our hotel
resembled an armed encampment.
Out enjoyment of world tours is
now limited to the world of the
United States, Japan, and
Australia. Anyway, the song is
about traveling. into East
Germany and observing the
oppression these people put up
with."
Like the Beatles, Dokken
be.came popular in Germany
before they were discovered in
their own country. Jn the early
days, Don would resort to
anything to get publicity. According to Jeff, the crafty vocalist
would write up posters,
advertising that he personally
taught Eddie Van Halen to play
guitar. When George joined the
band, the claim was shifted to

..,.·',

to

look for it.
It's in you, it's in your frien~s. You just have
How? You-work hard. Very hard. Toughen your n1ind, and
your body. Strive for new goals. Reach those goals. Make
yourself better all around.
It's not easy. Nothing· worthwhile is. But the incredible
feeling you get makes every ounce of pain, sweat. and sacrifice
·
· ·
worth it.
Some people find their pride in the U.S. Army. They 6nd
·
it in themselves, their units, their country. You can, too. ·
Find out more by calling your local Army Recruiter today.

Sgt. Davis
....

823-3274
ARMY. BEALLYOU QM BE•
•

Eileen Mullen, organizerof MassPIRG, encourages YOU to register
Sta.ff photo by De~ Willis.
to vote.
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Authorized Dealer

And computer solutions is our
major. Whether you're a student,
teacher or administra tor, Apple® and
Orchard Computer, Inc. are providing Massachus etts colleges and universities with answers to some lessthan-elem entary problems.

(-

Let us introduce you to the most
advanced educationa l software applications available for use with
Apple Computer systems. Such as
HyperCar d® and Desktop Pub~ish
ing programs for all your
homework assignn1ents.
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.SPECIA L STUDENT. DISCO UNTS AVAILABLE·~
. ··ASK ABOUT THE APPLE.
EDUCA TOR BUY PROGR AM.
©1988 Apple. the Apple logo. Macintosh and HyperCard are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

John Souza

178 Samoset St.
.
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, ·Plymouth ·
747-4683

John Pearson

106 Bassett Lo.
Hyannis
775~8541
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The best and worst of Metal '87

choosing a crack touring band released Fight to Survive in '86.
that will enter the studio in '88. The resulting tour these two
Coverdale's success is deserved, groups undertook alongside Ace
1. Guns 'n' Roses, Appetite for
proved the above
considering his last effort, Slide Frehley
Destruction: These guys are as ·It In, was ignored.
observations true, judging by the
nasty as the Stones and the Crue
crowd reaction in Providence.
in their prime. The music's tight 9. Dokken, Back for the Attack:
A metal The long-awaited l.p. by one 9f 4. Dio: Looks like ol' Ronnie
and powerful.
L.A.'s finest delivers what Def James' streak of top notch metal
Aerosmith and beyond.
Leppard couldn't: 1 hour of pure recordings is finally over on
2. Tesla, Mechanical Resonance : rock.
Rumors of
Dream Evil.
Whatever happened to good,
difficulties with manager/wife
old-fashioned rock and roll? It 10. Ace Frehley, Frehley's Wendy combined with the real
moved to Sacramento , played in Comet : Kiss hasn't been the life departure of guitarist Vivian
Guam fil1d gave Dave Lee Roth a same since he left, and Ace from Campbell for the Whitesnake
run for his money. No makeup, Space delivered the goods to his Camp resulted in a truly
hairspray or gimmicks here.
long suffering fans.
His
forgettable r_ecord.
replacement, Craig Goldie, is
Honorable Mention: Loudness, able to play metal music, but
3. Iron Maiden, Somewhere in
Time : The number one band in D'Anno's Battlezone, Lion, producer Dio molds him into a
metal shifted the writing load Sword, Ozzy, Poison, Lizzy Vivian clone.
·
from vocalist Bruce Dickinson to Borden, Motley Crue.
guitarist Adrian Murray (sic) and
5. Ratt: Like Dio, these guys
yielded their most accessible Disappointments:
seem to be running out of ideas
album to date. Platinum again.
for material. For some reason,
1. Keel ... Kiss: Both of these the theme of Dancing Undercover
4. Motorhead, Rock and Roll : powerhouses failed miserably on is Just what it says. I always
Lemmy's a movie star and iheir albums by trying to write thought that funk/disco music
Philthy Phil's back in action! hit songs. and follow Bon Jovi's served that purpose. Their tour
successful formulas. Keel is stiU bordered on the edge of
This could be the year.
young and can rebound, but Kiss embarrassment featuring horribly
5. Man 0 War, Fighting the has been slipping ever since distorted backup vocals and a
World : Finally, recognition for Vinnie Vincent left. Don't fret, heavy reliance on the old hits for
the N.Y. trio. who arc listed in you Kiss army members, they've excitement.
the Guinness Book at 160 recovered from worse before.
decibels! With digit.al recording,
1987 All-Star Team
this sucker screams. "Blow Your 2. Ozzy: Mr. Osbourne finally
graced us with Randy Rhoads 1. Gary Moore, Guitar: In his
Speakers" is 87's best anthem.
l.p., but his obsession wiLh his first Massachusetts appearance in
6. Anthrax, Among the Living
friend's death and his alcohol . four years, Moore showed why he
The ·pBrfect progression from problems forced the excellent is one of the most admired
Spreading the Disease, ATL is Jake E. Lee to leave. At the axemen in -the business.
harder, faster, and angrier.
moment, the Oz is trying to Although his Wild Frontiers
shape up and record some new album shied away from any six
By Bob Lang
Comment staff

opener for those who thought
bassists should be heard and not
seen. Joe Perry/Steve Vai roadie
Elwood claims ·Billy will not
appear in Roth's 1988 Skyscraper
lineup, so keep an eye on him to
work with Steve Stevens of Billy
Idol fame.

3. Extreme: After years of paying
dues as the Dream and two tours
of Portugal (?), the musters of
funky metal have found a home
with A&M. Currently hard at
work narrowing down their reams
of material for the perfect debut,
they've declined studio work in
California in order to stay close
to their roots.

3. Tommy Lee, Drums: Since
Neil Peart is off in a different
direction nowadays and Moon and 4. Mass: After the lack of
Bonzo are long gone, metal has support given to them by RCA
been hard pressed to produce a for their outstanding New B.irth
top-rate skinbeater. Tommy release, these Revere Rockers
Aldridge of Whitcsnake docs a were down in the dumps. Now
decent barehanded solo in his best Lhat they've relocated to Enigma,
Bonham form, but rock's hardest they have a new lease on life.
hitter is the man responsible for One listen to their new material
Motley Crue's backbcat. In a day in local .club performances
of cliches,. Lee's solo literally 'indicates a promising future for
gave audiences a 360 degree guitarist Gene D'Ilria and
thrill.
company.
4. W. Axl Rose, Vocals: The
man with five different singing
voices he! pcd power the best new
band of the year, Gun's 'n' Roses,
on-tours with The _Cult, SLrypcr,
and Motley Crue. When Rose
appeared in a Boston club in
support of Appetite for
Destruction, he showed that he
knew quite a few stage moves as

5. Best of the Rest: Bang
remains a mystery to all
involved. After two hot demo
tapes (Summertime and Thunder
Run), still no signs of success
besides occasional local shows.
Other questions are Mace
(Where's the compilation i.p.,
guys?) and Split Image
(personnel changes have slowed
well.
progress considerably), two bands
that showed promise in early '87.
Local Yokcls:
Look for these two up and
1. Shout: what do you get when coming outfits to turn a few
you cross four North Shore heads in the months to come:
rockers with a hot shot guitarist Kidd Crash and Prowler.
from Florida? The most exciting
band in Boston, that's what.
Their independent album, Finger A Look Ahead

waves
~~~~~~~~~~,·~~~t·~~~~~~~f~·~·ioin~tih~e~~rig~c~
caused.them
1aeina'has~~~~d

m

Despite broken bones and Cliff
Burton's tragic death that made
them miss an appearance on
Saturday Night Live, San
Francisco's Pastors of Muppets
kept . things interesting by
releasing a self-produced recording
of covers of obscure groups.
8. Whitesnake, Whitesnake ·
Although David Coverdale
disappointed many : by ·going
mainstream, he saved face by

3. White Lion. - · Y & T:
Despite leader Dave Meneketti's
assertions that his Con ta gio us
l.p. would be pure rock a,1d roll
and oriented away from airplay,
the final· product' was anything
but. W.L.'s Pride Lp. became a
homogenization of Bon· Jovi,
Dokken, and Van Halen under the
usually capable hands of producer
Michael Wagener. Definitely not
the same guys who independently

display of his metal, jazz, and
blues talents. Forget Van Hal~n
and Malmstecn, this man plays
from the heart.
2. Billy Sheehan. Bass: The
Stanl~y Clarke of hard rock
combined with Steve Vai to keep
Dave Lee Roth at :he top of the
charts. For. anyone who hadn't
been aware of Sheehan du~ing his·.
Talas days, the Eat 'Em and
Smile_tour proved to be a real eye

to be one of. the most sought
after hard rock bands in New
England.

2. Wargasm: Boston is .not
exactly known for quality thrash
bands, but the exception to the
rule is W argasm: These th,ree
Stoughton residents landed
themselves a conLract with Rock
6c.:rec~rcts, who
rcleasing their WhyPlay Around?
debut in late January.

·Hotel,

wm ·

·1988 will. yield new releases:
Ozzy, Mctallica, Triumph,
Megadeth,. Dave Lee Roth, Van
Halen and th~ Scorpions, to name
a few; It .could be the year that
proves if speed metal is here to
stay.· as the trash is separated
1987
from the thrash.
undoubtedly was the biggest year
for hard rock since the L.A.
inv~sion of 1983, with five bands
in the '$illboard tOP, ten at one·.
point. Headbangers can only
hope for more ofthe same.

Dokken·
cont.from P: 11
sales. After all, a postponed
November release date forced
Dokken to spend three weeks on
the .prestigious Acrosmith tour·
~ without product to promote.
"It's worth the risk," hopes
Jeff, "because after 3 producers, .
remixing and 3 years of work this
has to be right. We wanted a late
summer release to coincide with
the fall tour schedule but that's
the breaks.''
"This is it," stated George, "we
need the exposure to finally move
up to headlining status in the
collisseums. The record's so long
because we· liked everthing too
much to edit it!"
·At presstime, Dokken.'s · gamble has paid off. Back for the
Attack shipped gold and went
platinum in one month flat.
Industry insiders are now
predicting that they will be as. big
in 1988 as Bon Jovi and
Whitesnake were in '87. Underachievers no more, Dokken
has finally reached the top.
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If you could ask the administration a question,
TVrhat would you ask?

,;Shouldn t the school
•make. better use
Gtirry's · house 7 FQr
.example a 'Greek House
· where all fraternity's and
sororities could meet and
hold social functions. 11
1

1

Lance Kolb
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Dance Umbrella presents three
Canadian companies who push
dance and human stamina beyond
all imaginable limits. It is The
Montreal Madness Series, a three
part contemporary dance
adventure with three of the most
raved about, avant-garde dance
companies: 0 Vertigo Danse,
Marie Chouinard, and La
La La Human Steps.
0 Vertigo Danse is a fifties
dance/theatre event February 5
and 6 at 8:00 pm in the Strand
Theatre, 543 Columbia Road,
Dorchester. Tickets are $12
located at all ticketron locations,
or charge by phone 720-3434.
Marie
Chouinard is an
avant-garde
performance
artist/dancer who will be
performing February 19 and 20 at
8:00 pm at the Joy of Movement
Studio
Theatre,
536
Massachusuettes
Ave,
Cambridge. Tickets arc $10, call
492-7578.
La La La Human Steps is a
rock-the-establishment dance
performance on March 18 and 19
at the Strand Theatre, 543
Columbia Road, Dorchester.
Tickets are $14 available at all
ticketron ·locations, or charge by
phone 720-3434.

The Newton Arts Center, 61
Washington Park in Newtonville
presents
a
photography
exhibition: "The Emer~ing

Remembered," a documentary
video by David Wadsworth on ilie
life and legacy of tap dance artist
Leon Collins-Wednesday,
February 10,1988 at 8:00 pm in
the Agassiz Theatre, Radcliffe
Yard,10
Garden
Street,
Cambridge. The screening is free
to the public. For further
information, call 495-8676.

The University of Lowell Center
for the Performing and Visual
Arts will present the St. Paul
Chamber Orchestra with
conductor Eduardo Mata in a
performance featuring pianist
Yefim Bronfman on Friday.
February 12 at 8:00 pm in
Durgin Hall on the University of
Lowell's South Campus at the
corner of Pawtucket and Wilder
Streets. Tickets are priced at $17,
$15, and $13. For more
information, or to order tickets
by phone with Mastercard/Visa,
call the Center at 459-0350.

Scartaglen, the traditional Irish
music band will be performing
February 14 at 7:30 pm at Paine
Hall, Harvard University,
Cambridge. Scartaglen is a band
of five musicians that will play
Irish music of over a dozen
different instruments. Their
vocals are both in the Gaelic and
in English. Tickets are $9.50 at
the door; $8.50 in advance from

(Q)

Folk Fiddler's National
Tour will be coming to Lowell
on J'.ebruary 27, Masters of the
Folk Violin. Kenny Baker,
Michael Doucet, Claude
Williams, Joe Cormier, Seamus
Connoly and Alison Krauss will
bring their superb talents and
varied styles to the Smith-Baker
Center, across from City Hall in
downtown Lowell, on February
27 at 8:00 pm. Tickets are $8 and
available at all Ticketron Outlets;
a limited number of tickets will
be available at the door. For more
information contact: Fiddle Tour,
Lowell National Historical Park,
169 Merrimack St., Lowell,MA
01852; or call 459-1000.
The Boston Museum of Science
celebrates the spirit of innovation
this year with the 10th
Anniversary celebration of
Inventors
Weekend.
Inventors of all ages and abilities
will entertain the public with a
host of their practical and
whimsical inventions. The
exhibition will be held February

.

,,,,.
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often befalls out highest
ambitions. The performance will
take place Durgin Hall on the
University's South Campus at
the corner of Pawtucket and
Wilder Streets. Tickets are $19,
$17, and $15. For more
information or to order tickets by
phone with Mastercard/Visa, call
the Center at 459-0350.
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burlach, from
e ruary
folks of all ages to join in their
through March 6. Some of the
salute to the creativity$ ingenuity
artists include Max Belcher, Al
and foresight, which stand as
Fisher, and Siegfried Halus.
cornerstones of the American
Gallery hours are Monday The University of Lowell Center spirit. Hours for the Inventors
through Friday from 9-5 pm, and for the Performing and Visual Weekend are: Friday 9 .. 9;
Sunday from 2-4 pm. The Arts will present the Dukes of Saturday and Sunday 9~5. For
Newton Arts Center Gallery is Dixieland in concert on Friday, more details call the Boston
free and open to the public. For February 19 at 8:00 pm. The Museum of Science at 589-0250.
more information please call Dukes will be playing ragtime,
964-3424. Sponsored by the blues, and the swinging rhythms An exhibition of Polaroid SX-70
Massachusetts Council on the of traditional Dixieland including and 20:x.24 photographs and
Arts and Humanities.
such favorites as "BourbonStreet scanamurals- paintings from
Parade" and "Basin Street Blues." photographs mechanically
The concert will take place in sprayed onto canvas through the
Durgin Hall on the University of use of a scanner- by David
" For b id den
Broadway
1988° to open on February 9 at Lowell's South Campus at the Levinthal will be ·on view at
comer of Pawtucket and Wilder the Clarence Kennedy Gallery
7:30 pm in the Terrace Room at
Streets. Tickets are $15, $13, and through February 27 ,1988.
the Boston Park Plaza Hotel.
and
Western
"Anything Goes" in "Forbidden $11. For more information or to "Cowboys
Landscapes"
is
his
most
recent
order tickets by phone with
Broadway 1988," the latest
series
of
photographs.
Rather
revised and :ipdated version of MastercardNisa, call the Center
than using photography to record
Gerard Alessandrini's hit musical at 459-0350.
facts,
Levinthal prefers to let his
comedy revue. The performance
arra!lgements suggest
fabricated
schedule for "Forbidden Broadway The University of Lowell Center
a
possible reality. He
or
imply
1988" follows: Tuesday through for the Performing and Visual
accomplishes
this by employing
Friday evenings at 8 pm; Arts presents a performance of
a
blurry,
out-of
focus approach.
Saturdays at 7 pm and 10 pm; the play "Frankenstein" by
The
Clarence
Kennedy
Gallery is
and Sundays at 3 pm and 6 pm. the Tony-Award winning Guthrie
open
to
the
public
TuesdayTickets are priced at $19 .00 for Theatre on Saturday, February 27
Saturday from 11:00 am until
Tuesday-Thursday evenings; at 8:00 pm. The "monster"
5:00 pm. There is no admission
$22.50 for Friday and Saturday described in the original novel by
charge.
evenings; and $16.00 for both Mary Shelley is· a noble creature.
Sunday performances. For He possesses man's highest
information and to charge tickets attributess ensi.ti vity. The New England Spring
by phone, call the "Forbidden intelligence, compassion- and the
Flower Show will run March
Broadway" box office at (617) need for companionship and love~
5-13, 1988 at the Boston's
357-8384, located at the Terrace Rejected by mankind as unnatural Bayside Exhibition Center.
Room, Boston Park Plaza Hotel, and evil, the creatilre is tortured Presented by the Massachusetts
50 Park Plaza, Boston, MA by his longing. He vows Horticultural Society, the . Spring
02117.
Flower Show's theme this year is
vengeance for his misery and sets
out to destroy his creator, Victor "A View from Your 'Window."
Frankenstein. "Frankenstein''.· Get excited for springtime; go to
The Office for the Arts at Harvard
the Spring Flower Show at the
explores the relationship of
apd Radcliffe announces the
Bayside Exhibition , Center. The
creator and creation, presenting a
premiere screening of "Songs
show's hours are 10 am to 10
psychologically rich and very
Unwritten: A Tap · J?ancer
human story of the tragedy that pm weekdays and Saturdays, and

on Sundays 10 am to 8 pm.
Tickets are $7.00 for adults and
$2.00 for children aged 6-12. For
ticket information, call
262-8780.

Join David Hoose and the Cantata
Singers for A Venetian
Celebration, a program of
works by Gabrieli, Schutz, and
Stravinski that will show the
remarkable effect the city of
Venice had on the lives and
works of three of the world's
greatest composers. It will take
place on Friday, March 11 at 8
pm in Jordan Hall at the New
England Conservatory. Tickets
are $16, $13, $10 and $5 and can
be purchased by calling the
Cantata Singers at 267 -6502.

Christopher Plummer and Glenda
Jackson star in ''Macbeth" in a
two week engagement at Boston's
Colonial Theatre, Tuesday,
March 22 through Sunday April
3. The shows will run Tues.-Sat.
evenings at 8:00 pm, with
matinees on Thurs. and Sat. at
2:00 pm and Sundays at 3:00
pm. Tickets are priced at $37 .50,
$32.50, $23.50 for all
Tues.-Thurs. evenings; Sat. and
Sun. matinees. $40.00, $35.00,
and $25.00, for all Fri. and Sat.
evenings. $35.00, $30.00 and
$21.00 for all Thursday matinees.
J~~~J)J.".e..,.c.urrenUy available by
mail order at the Colonial
Theatre, 106 Boylston Street,
Boston, MA 02116. The box
office sale is expected to begin in
late February. at the Colonial
Theatre,
with
details
forthcoming. For further
information call the Colonial
Theatre at 426-9366.

treatment program; working in
the agency library; or acting as a
secretarial aide. Training from
mental health professionals will
be provided for all volunteers.
Interested persons may contact
Louise Devin, Director of
Volunteer Services, Brockton
Area, Department of Mental
Health, 165 Quincy Street,
Brockton, at 580-0800, ext. 112.
The Coastal Classic Poetry
Contest offers spectacular
$1000 in cash prizes to new
poets and professionals who enter
this distinguished competition.
Besides the prestigious $500
Grand Prize, there is a $250 First
Prize, a $100 Second Prize and
three Third Prizes of $50 each.
All poems will be considered for
publication in the 1988 American
Anthology of Contemporary
Poetry. Winners will be notified
by May 1, 1988. Each poet may
enter one poem, 20 lines or
less, on any subject, written in
any style. Poem and poet's name
and address must be typed or
printed on one side of a sheet of
typing paper. Poet should keep a
copy since entry can't be
returned.There is no entry fee for
this contest. Entries should be
mailed by February 15, 1988, to:
Coastal Classic Poetry Contest,
Great Lakes Poetry Press, P.O.
Box 56703, Harwood Heights,IL
60656.

The Uni v.ersity . of New
Hampshire is. offering a ···iiew
course," Undergraduate
Research
in
Marine .c::..,.;::.
Biology," during the summer
of 1988. This course is open to
students at · colleges and
universities other than UNH.
This course is designed for
undergrads to conduct original
research in maririe biology
The Arnold Arboretum of Harvard topics, and offered through the
University is accepting Shoals M~rine Laboratory, an
applications
for
19 8 8 island field station run jointly· by
Horticulture
Training UNH and Cornell University.
wan ting
further
program. During·. this .summer, Those
information
on
the
new
course
the Arboreturn · HorticulturaL
should
contact
Win
Watson,
Training Program offers students
the opportunity to learn zoology department, Spaulding
Sciences Building,
horticulture through hands-on Life
University
of New Hampshire,
training working on the grounds
Durham,
NH 03824. The
and classroom training. Trainees
application
deadline· is April
are expected to work for a 10 - 16
week program and are expected to 1,1988.
work a forty-hour week. They
College Spring-Breakers
will receive a stipend of $5.75
enjoy big savings during Disney
per hour:·For·more information.
Break 188 at Walt Disney World.
please write to the Horticultural
Throughout March students can
Trainfog Program 1988, The
break away from the beach
Arnold
Arboretum t
the
routine and take advantage of
Arborway, Jamaica Plain, MA
02130. Trainees can enter the one-day passes and two-day '~ ,~""'
passes making Disney Break the
program between April 15 and
best "break" from mid-term
June 1.
blues. March 1-31, one-day
Volunteers are needed to admission at either. the Magic
assist with a variety of Brockton Kingdom or Epcot Center is
Area, Department of Mental $19.50-a savings of $8.50. A ,...,
Health Programs. Positions are special two.,day admission of $30
available in departments located allows on .day. at each park--a
at the Area Office on 165 Quincy savings of $26. Tickets· may be
Street, Brockton. They Include: purchased at Walt Disney World
assisiting office staff in case ticket locations. Valid college "·
management services; teaching I.D. must be presented. For more
clients work skills in a sheltered information contact Walt Disney
workshop setting; assisting World Special Markets, P.O. Box
clients in developing basic 10,000, Lake Buena· Vista, Fla.
academic skills and/ or co-leading 32830..;lQQO, or call (305)
group activities at an adult-day 828-1319.
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MThere Friendly Fitness Takes Shapesm
Each salon independantly owned and operated.

With \Volff System Tanning Beds!
*No burning, drying or peeling *Clean & Sanitary ·
*Unique wrap-around design for all over tan

15% BSC Discount on Tan-All-You-Can packages.
(With student I.D.)

Rico's Plaza
Central Square
Bridgewater~ MA

Hours

Monday-Friday 8-9
Saturdays 8-12

697-7443
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Bridgewater Bears action

Lady Bears fall short
By Angela Cornacchioli
Comment staff
The Lady Bears Basketball team
currently has a 9-7 record overall.
However there's more to the story
than 9 wins and 7 losses.
BSC lost two very close games
.
.
by one pomt, one by two pomts,
another by four points, and one
game by Six points in which they
held their opponents four and a
half minutes scoreless.
Two Saturday nights ago was
one of those "heartbreak.er" losses
to Western Connecticut College.

BSC. down 15 points at the half.

made a remarkable comeback in
the second half. The teaqi
managed to hold W.C.C. to
seven minutes without a basket.

this team is a very dedicated and
hardworking group. "There are a
lot of over achievers on the
team."
With so many of the team
members being rookies, they lack
game experience, the experience
needed to pull off one point
games.
The second factor with this
year's team is the injuries that
seem to be haunting them. One
of the veterans that the team
needs to lead them through those
close games is injured.

~~~~~hK:l~:;~~r~~rs~:C~~
0second
game. Mahoney said the

team ·definitely misses her game
experience and when she comes
back that,11they'll be that much

better."
From the beginning of the
The game went down to the wire
season this team has seen Wendy
with the lead going back and
forth between the two teams.
Rogers, Liane Bachant, Kerry
Uiifortunately BSC's luck ran out
McGovern, Mary Cawley, Joan
when W.C.C. scored the last
Bruno, Scherber, and Stacey
basket to win 61-60.
Belton all out at one time or
Beyond the wins and losses of
the team you have t(} 109Jt11~\i~;"a;' ;,~,,.,;anbther due to injury.
On Tti°esday, January 26th, the
few fa~~~m1~'of the
fo~teeff women on this year's women's basketball team traveled
to Worcester State College and
ream are rookies.
According to Coach Mahoney · came home with a 67-62 win.

Luck was on their side as the
Lady Bears won a close game.
High scorers for the evening
were Katrina Antonellis (21),
Belton (10), Lisa Orlandello (9),
and Lynn Malkasian (9). Also
scoring for BSC were McGovern,
Kathy Malkasian, and Bachant,
each with six points.
Thursday the women traveled to
Amherst College, but this time
luck wasn't on their side. BSC
suffered another 2 point loss, as
Amherst was the victor with a
62-60 score.
Saturday evening, the Lady
Bears fell 65-52 in the MASCAC
battle against rival Salem State.
High scorers in the game were
Mary Cawley (16), Lynn
Malkasian (12), and Antonellis
(12). Orlandello, McGovern,
Rogers and Bachant each scored
in the game.
With time, the Bridgewater
women's basketball· team will be
a team to be taken seriously as
practice and experience build this
young team.
This Saturday, BSC host
Westfield State College in the
Kelly Gym. Game time is 6 p.m.

close games

Bridgewater State and Salem State players wait
for the rebound. In the end it Was Salem as the
winner. (Staff photo by Paula Roberts.)

.

.

swims past BSC; women manage to· break records
By Joe Yeskew~cz.
Special to The Comment,

size.
Denise

The BSC Women's swim team
resumed their season last
Saturday with a hard-fought 11911 O loss to Worcester Tech at
Kelly Gymnasium. Despite winning ten of fifteen events, the
Lady Bears could not overcome
W.P.I.'s depth, as they had a
. larger team. However, the nine
BSC women tumed in many fine
performances, and displayed
enthusiasm of teams twi~e their

Murphy, Joanne
Anderscmt ·Stephanie Kozowyk,
and Heather Lambert opened up
the meet with a 4:36.67 time for
the 400 yard medley relay.
establishing a new BSC record.
Cathy Sugrue then took 3rd in
the 100 freestyle, and Lambert
and Lydia Joyce took 2nd and 5th
in the 200 free.
Murphy turned in her best time
in the 100 backstroke, a fine
108:83, after splitting a 1:08.41
in th~ medley relay. Anderson

:and Jeanne Bailey took first and
third in the 106 meter breast
stroke, followed by Sugrue and
Joyce finishing third and fifth in
·
the 50 free.
Chrissy Pendleton and Robyn
Baker swept the one-meter diving, then Kozowyk, Lambert,
and Joyce finished 1-4-6 in the
100 yard free style. Murphy
continued her fine afternoon with
a win fa the 200 yard
backstroke, turning in a 2:32.63,
Lherbest time, then Anderson and

Bailey finished first and (hird in
the 200 yard breast stroke, .arid
Lambert and Sugrue finished
second and fourth in the 500 free.
Kozowyk won the 100 butterfly with a convincing 1:06.83,
her best time, just .04 seconds
from the New England qualifying
time. Pendleton won the
.three-meter diving, and .BSC
trailed 102-95.
Murphy and Kozo\Vyk brought
the Lady bears to a 106-108.score
with a 1-2finish in the 100 yard

individual medley.. A first place
in the final event. the 400 yard
freestyle relay, would give them
the win; but it was not to be, as
BSC finished second, despite
Pendleton, and
·Anderson,
Bailey swi,mming their hearts
out.
The women's teaJ.Il worked
very .hard last week in preparing
for the meet, and represented
Bridgewater well. They will host
UMass Boston this coming·
Saturday afternoon.

Bears dominate Nichols
Colrege; lose to rival Salem
Also scoring for Bridgewater
Southeastern
to
game·
Massachusetts 101~79. SMU was, were Chuck· faehnig (6), Eric
ranked number two in the NCAA Jaundoo (5), Mike Lawn (4),
Peter Tourigny (2), Todd
Division III poll at game time·
The Men's Basketball team had
a four game winning streatc over
Last Thursday, January 28th Steiman(l} an_d Henry Stai.nes
winter break
·
the Bridgewater successfully (l}.
The Bears successfully ·beat ~efeatedNichols College 96-73 in
In Saturday's game·. the· Bear's
We:stfield State' ·College,
the Kelly Gym. Saturday the played tough basketbail. At one
UMass/Boston, and Framingham Bears dropped their record to 8-9 point they held a .ten· point lead
· State College. In· the•. Clark as Salem State went home with over Salern. However, in the end
University· Invita.tional Holiday
· .. · they_fell 4 short. to Salem~
.
tlte 73-69 victory.
Basketball Tournament. BSC
High score~ m ~e game were
In the N1chols College· game
finished ·in third · plac~ b~ating . the Bears dominated~.· at the half · Carey (19), Ander~on ·. (16), and
·
Thomas: College.
tlley.wereup45-~3. . . . . · Pimental' (11). D~llman, Aho,
Last Mori day BSC · trav.eled to
High scorers forthe game \Vere . 9omns, and Jaehmg also scored
North Adams State only tcr be John Dillman. with 21. points, .m the game.
disappointed with a 90-74 loss.
TMs coming Saturday BS~
George Anderson and Carey each
The high scorer for the game was · with 13 paints, a.tld RobertAho, ho~ts Westfield State C?llege m
Sean ~aryy with 16 poin~. , ..
Raq~y ·. · Collins,.,· an~ :·Ro~ !he ~~nr Gym at 8 P~~. '
Thursdav the Bears.losta toiljth Pim.P.nt~l ~~c.h sc.orp.rl 1o noint$:.
·By Angela Comacchioli ..

Comment staff

BSC's own John Dillman in action at the
Salem State.game~ (Staff photo byPaula
Robe·rts~)
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Play er prof ile:
Kat hv.., ·Ma lkas ian

BSC Gym nas ts Spr ing into Act ion
By Sarah Duggan
Comment Staff

Class: 1990

.,. , ...,

Hometow n: Oxford
High School/G raduatio n:
Oxford High/1986
Major: Physical Educatio n,
teacher prep.
Hobbies: Watches all sports,
swimmin g, bowling, card
games and sailing
Favorite Foods: Macaroni
& cheese, pizza
Favorite Movie: Beverly
Hills Cop
Favorite Quote: "Learn
From Your Mistakes"
Favorite Sport: Basketba ll
Sports Idol: Father-co llege
basketball coach
;·~

FaYorit e
Pro
Boston Celtics

By Darren Lennon ·
Comment staff

This week's player profile is
of Kathy Malkasian. A starting
forward on the women's
basketball team, Malkasian is
averaging nine points a game.
An unselfish player, she's
willing to do whatever it takes
for the good of the team.
Here's a closer look at Kathy:

Team:

Most Memora ble Game:
Victory over PlyJJ1outh State
this season because it was the
best team performance.

Best Experien ce at BSC:
Playing basketbal l this year
with teammates and new coach
Mahoney.
Best thing about BSC:
People

KE LL Y GYM
HO UR S

The BSC Gymnast ics team
along, with Coach Andrea
Kelleher have begun another
promising season. Many talented
athletes have returned for the
season with some fresh new
members to add to the teams'
strength.
Returning seniors include: Jeri
Anderson , Co-Capta in Sharon
Heraty, and Sue Jakub. Juniors
returning : Co-Capt ain Sarah
Duggan, Carol Hanagan ,. and
Teresa Spencer. A strong return
of sophomo res include expert
score keeper Sue Lowell, Deb
MacDonald,Lynn Palmeiri, Kelly
Powers, and Leslie Vamerin.
This year's new members have
been accepted with great
enthusia sm. The freshman
members are Debbie Bill, Denise

Higgins, and Kristen Swain.
The BSC Gymnast ics team has
begun another powerful season
with a 3-0 record. The first meet
of the season was a tri-meet held
at Smith College. Smith scored
82.25 while Hunter College
recieved 104.10. The Lady Bears
captured the win with a 129.15
score. All members performe d
above standards to add to the
victory. The BSC gymnast s
walked away with first, second,
and third place in each event
overall.
On Tuesday, January 19th the
Lady Bears beat MIT 134.85118.10. The total team effort
boosted the score for this meet
over and above an average figure.
High scores include an 8.25
vault by Heraty, a 6.95 uneven
bar score by Anderson , who gave
her usual 100 percent effort for
the team win.

Jakub recieved a 5.2 for the
uneven bars, a personal triumph
for this BSC senior. Another
personal accompl ishment was
achieved by Vamerin on the vault
with a 7.05 score.
Heraty with a 7.45 and
Anderson with a 7.35 placed first
and second on the beam. Heraty
scored an impressiv e 7 .6 on the
floor exercise for first placy
which helpe.d her all around score
reach a 29 .55 for first place over
all. Spencer captured third place
all around with a 25.15 score.
The BSC Gymnast ics team
challenge s Rhode Island College
on Wednesd ay February 10 away.
With a total team effort
Bridgewa ter hopes to hold their
winning record and with the
talent and grace within the BSC
gymnasts a winning season is
very possible.

Thi s wee k's hom e gam es:
Ton ight
Men's Baske tball vs Curry 7:00

Satu rday
Wome n's Swimm ing vs UMAS S/Bos ton
2:00
Wome n's Baske tball vs Westf ield State 6:00ii,,,"'~
Men's Baske tball vs Westf ield State
8:00

Poo l
Monda y/Wed nesda y
9am-12pm, 1-3pm, 6-9pm
Tuesd ay/Thu rsday
2-3pm, 6-9pm
Fr~day

9am,..12pm, 1-3prn, 6-Spm

Sunday
6-9pm

Weig htro om
Monda y-Thur sday
11am- 9pm
Friday
11am- 8pm

Aero bics
Monda y-Thur sday
8:30-9 :30

Clip .and, savet

c:~~~-

S tu de n t Ce nt er
Su b Sh op
9 P.M. Sp ec ia l
You Call Us Before 9 P.M.
You Pick Up At 9 P.M~
.

'

Yo u Sa ve 10 %

697-1271 .ext.2164
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Celtic s lose to Piston s then domin ate 76ers
By Evelyn Rock
Comment staff

The Celtics lin·e up for the national anthem
before a game at the Garden. (Staff photo by
Angela Cornacchioli).

Intra mura l
New s
Indoor Soccer
Co-ed Indoor Soccer is being ·
held on Sunday nights from
8-11 pm.
This week's schedule for Sunday
February 7th is:
1. Powder House
2. Sidders
.
. ,,.,._,,,.ce""'""'
3. Bull do . ~~"'""4..... •
<{i""'~
4.~tl6rs Crew
DILLIGAF
6. Initiating Rotations
7.ZABADA
8. Hanson

··s.

8:00 Large gym- 1 vs. 4
Small .gym;;;-12 vs. 7
8:45 Large gym- 6 vs. 2
Small gym- 3 vs. 5
9:30 Large gym- 11 vs. 8
Small gym- 9 vs. 10

Men's Basketbal l

The Detroit Pistons came to
town January 13, and got pounded
by the Celtics 143-105. The bench
played during the entire fourth
quarter. Yes, it w~s sloppy
basketball, but they somehow
managed to keep the lead up.
Last Friday, January 29, the
setting changed. The Celtics went
to Motown. The characters were
the same, but the ·roles were
switched. The Celtics and Pistons
played before the largest crowd
ever assembled to watch an NBA

game- over 61,000 people. This has been placed on waivers. Kite>
game, it was the Pistons turn, as the back-up center from Brigham
they blew the Celtics away Young U~iversity, was placed on
125-108.
the injured list on December 17,
So is the story of home court due to an acute. lumbar strain in
advantage.
his lower back.
Sunday, January 31, the Celtics On January 6, he was
played their rival team, the re-activated, but that did not last
Philladelph ia 76-ers, minus long. Two days later, he was
Charles Barkley. The Celtics injured again, and the Celtics
easily won 100-85. Yes, it was signed Artis Gilmore as a back up
your below-averag e slow paced center.
basketball game. Even Johny Will Kite be missed? Well, only
Most was bored.
you can answer that one.
The most exciting news to come Tonight on Channel 56, the
out of the Celtics management is Celtics go to Milwaukee to take
the announcemen t that Greg Kite on the B,ucks.

...-----------------------

Bri dge wat er Sta te

Sc or eb oa rd

BasketQaJ I

Men's Baske tball
SMU 101 BSC 79
BSC 96 Nichols College 73
Sal em State 73 BSC 69

Wome n's

Baske tball

Katrina Antonellis was named
to the ECAC Di vision III
Women's Basketball Honor Roll.

Coaching
The Bridgewater State Athletic
Department is accepting applications for the following

coaching positions: Head Coach,
Women's Lacrosse, Spring 1988,
Assistant Coach, Women's
Lacrosse, Spring 1988, Assistant
Coach 1 Women 1s ·Softball,
Spring 1988, Head Coach, Men's
Soccer, Fall 1988

Swimm ing
Worcest er Poly/Tech ii 9

BSC i 1O

Gy.m nastie s

Men's Basketball games are
held Monday and \Vednesday
nights from 8-llpm. Teams
with winning records are:
Division A: Bombardiers ,
·Piels All Sta.rs, X-Press. and
Celtics all with one win.
Division B: Run BSC III,
Violent Bob's, Over the Hill
Gang, and the Baseball Bunch
each have one win.

Spo rts
sho rts

Anyone interested in. the above
positions should contact the
Bridgewate r State Personnel
Office at 697-1324. All resumes
should be sent to the .Personnel
Office, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324~

BSC 129. i 5 Hunter College 104.10 Smith Gotrege 82.25
BSC 134.85 MIT. 118.10

Women's Basketbal l
Women's Basketball games areheld on Tuesday and Thursday .
nights from 8-1 lpm. Winners
of last week's games were: Bo's
Finest, OASIS, ·and the
Stewettes.

3 on 3 Basketbal l
The 3 on 3 Schick Super
Hoops Basketball Tournament
is underway with games held
tonight at 9 pm, Feb. 9th at
6:00 pm, and the Finals on Feb.
15th at 7:00 pm. Check the
Intramural Board in the gym

for the schedule..

Prep now for March GMAT,
April MCAT, and more. ·

Boston
Cambridge

266-TEST
868-TEST

Newton Cen,tre

964-TEST .
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~Campus
Classifieds
PART TIME - HOME
MAILING PROGRA M! Excellent income! Details,
send self-addres sed, stamped.
envelope. West, Box 5877,
Hillside, NJ 07205.
TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly
at home! Write: P.O. Box 17,
Clark, NJ. 07066.

$10 - $660 Weekly/U p
Mailing Circulars ! Rush

.--

self-addr essed
stamped
envelope; Dept. An 7CC-Ey2,
9300 Wilshire, Suite 470,
Beverly Hills, CA 90212.
DAY CARE CENTER Charming 7-room Cape in
excellent condition with large
lot, pool and attached
schoolroo m. completel y
equipped. Eighteen years· in
business, $80K yearly gross.
OF<;
qualified
Head
Teacher/Director can work with
Aide in classroom licensed for
fifteen children. An absolute
gold mine, owner wants to
retire. $250,000.00. Call Steve
Freeland 588-7630 or Ruth·
Mayer 587 ~8207.

Bu lle tin Board~

ACOA Meetings _.. Adult Children of Alcoholics Meetings are
held in the counseling center in Harrington Hall. We meet at 3 p.m.
every Wednesday. Everyone welcome!
Freshmen! Announcin g another resource especially for you in the
Freshmen Center 10 am-3 pm. Peer Advising Assistants are
now available to help with; REGISTR ATION CONCER NS,
QUESTIO NS
about
the
CAMPUS ,
HELP
with
ORGANIZ ATIONAL SKILLS, REFEREN CES to needed
RESOURC ES, and MUCH, MUCH, MORE. The Freshmen Center
is located on the second floor of the Maxwell Library. For further
information come by the Center or call EXT 1214
O.A.S.I.S. - Older than Average Students in School - The Campus
Camp is an activities centered drop-in camp for school aged children
(age 5-12) while their parent/s are on campus. The Campus Camp
will be reopened for February and April vacation weeks in 1988.
During the 87/88 year, the Rathskelle r (Rat) will be open Thursday
and Fridays from 11 to 1. This is available for eating lunch,
connecting with others or just. unwinding. The second week of each
month, a meeting of the club will be held during those times. If
possible, guest speakers will be invited. If you have any questions
and/or suggestions, contact Dorie Aucoin at the Progress/O utreach
Office in Harrington Hall (formerly Grove Street).
College Democrats - The College Democrats of BSC are forming
a club on campus. At this time it is in the organizatio n process. Your
support is needed to make this club a success. Look for posters for
meeting times. If you have an interest in the club, then leave a
message in Chris Perra's mailbox in the SGA Office.
BSC College Republica ns - The Republica ns are proud to
announce the formation of a club here at BSC. We invite you to join
our group and to present conservative ideas to the college community
at large. We are dedicated. to furthering.our revolution and preserving
our ideals in the post-Reagan era. For further information, contact Jeff
Tucker at the SGA office.

Coping with Shyness - a structured group experience for students
whose shyness interferes with their enjoyment of life. The group will
meet Tuesdays from 3 - 4 p.m. in the Counseling Center (Harrington
Hall) on the following dates: February 23, March 1, 8, 22, 29 and
April 5. For more informatio n, call X 1331 or just come - no
registration necessary. Everyone is welcome.
Good News for Veterans - No cuts in the benefits paid to
Veteran Students will take place during this fiscal year. According to
informatio n received by the Office of Student Services from the
National Associatio n of Veterans Program Administra tors, veteran
students will not feel any negative effects from the
Gramm-Ru dman-Hol lings Act which went into effect recently.
However, since the V.A. will be required to trim its work force due
to budgetary limitations by the Act, veterans are cautioned to make
sure that their paperwork is correct the first time it is submitted. It is
very important to check and recheck all paperwork to avoid
unnecessary delays. For assistance please contact the Veteran's Service
office located in Boyden Hall.
Ensemble Theatre - Tickets are now on sale for Trinity Repertory
Company shows in February for $2 each. For more informatio n on
payments, please see the theatre call board next to the Campus Center
Stage door, or visit the Ensemble Theatre office on the ground floor
of the Campus Center (beneath the mainstage) . *Extra special, low,
low priced tickets for Les Miserables show in Boston on February
29th. Will be on sale on February 18 between 4~-.s in front of the
bookstore. One ticket per person and must be paid in full. Tickets
will be between $5 -$10. Valentine gifts will be on sale in front of
the bookstore on February 8, 9, and IO. Look for them! The
Exsemble Theatre has posted the cast list for its upcoming production
of A Streetcar Named Desire. Performances are scheduled for April 21,
22, and 23 at 8 p.m. Dr. Stephen Levine is directing the mid-centur y
American classic. The cast of actors. in alphabetica l order includes
Laurie Andruk, Beth Barry, Michael Booth, Jeff Donovan, Donna
Foster, Don Gallagher, Ken Jackson, Laurie Lapides, Kevin LaVille,
Micahel Leonard, and Donna Schiavo. Congratula tions to all and
break a leg!

LocAL
A ND
1988-89 Financial Aid Forms Available - Financial Aid
NATIONW IDE
forms for the 1988-89 award year are now available in the Financial
Bridgewa ter State College/C ommunity Jazz Orchestra _
EDUCAT IONAL
Aid Office in Tillinghast Hall. Students are being advised to apply
featuring Dick Johnson leader of Artie Shaw Orchestra;·WtH""
·
PLACEM ENT SERVICE :
early (as soon after Janaury 1, 1988 as possible). Filing a complete
concert on February 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center Ballroom.
Teachers/School
Financial Aid Application; an F.A; F., Bridgewat er Aid ApplicaJion,
rer,forn:tllitt,he music everyone knows and loves, the evening will
A4mi·:tli~·~g~~•&J10 •1W?i~~a~,j~~1:~~iii':: •....: ·· ..., · ~ •.. <l.' · ··; ·-· ~ ·~<::~:· ·:~'."~~·· '
:.~~-W~tlUfssic Artie Sh~w selections as we11 as Big Band and
level
or
professio nal
requrred) 1s now required for all p_rograms. This apphes to Guara~t~d
contempor ary pieces. This evening is free, refreshmen ts will be
advanceme nt. Contact: Dr.
Student Loans, State_ Scholarshi ps, College Work Study, Tmt10n
available - so come on au: and enjoy. Sponsored by the ·c~m....... ,. . . .,
Mack Education Job Search,
Waivers, Pell Grants, Perkins Loans, Supplemen tal Grants, etc.
Center Program Committee .
Box 223, Georgetow n, MA
April 1st is the Financial ~id A~plicat~on priority ?ate for the
01833 (617) 352-8473.
1988-89 year. Please note: this date is earlier than prev10us -years to
Bridgewa ter State College Choral Society - are you
allow for increasing processing time associated with new Federal
interested in music? If so, why not join the Bridgewate r State College
Financial Aid laws. Again, students are advised to file early. Late
FEMALE VACANC Y Choral Society. We meet Monday and Wednesda y from 3 p.m. to
applicants ~e not assured of notification prior to the fall semester
Spring Semester. Small single
4:
15 p.m. in the Horace Mann Auditorium in Boyq~eJiall. ~am a
billing .deadlines.
room~ Furnished~· in student
credit toward graduation and_ enjoy doin ·. ~.;~.omC?
check it out.
apartment. Walking distance
.
. .. .
. .
.
.All are welecome tojoi9~ ··· · · ··· ,
'·
and Off campus bus. line. Call
SARC. Suitcase Dance.-.· SARC ·(St~dent-Al~~n1 ....~~·1~f:l?~~;'·.··:······· . ·.. ·. · · · .· ·:·'•~"'"·,.~,~~,;;~#''i\if;,!?~1~"·• 1';! .. ,
1
Council) is sponsoring .a."suitcase dance.' with D:.:!'~·r¥.a~B,',~\~q~,,~~"1''~«t•.si.Jf'.vivor~/of 1lncest·- Meeting
697-7735.
Wednesda y at 3:00, Counselin g
Thursday, February 11 from 8 p.m. to midnight. Show up with a
Center,Har rington Hall, 697-1200, X 1331.
MUSICI_ ANS
packed suitcase , and if you win the raffle at the end of !11e mght, you
AND
and a friend will leave directly from the dance to a fun-filled week~nd
ENTERT AINERS : Earn
Iota.Delta -became·o fficial withthe college and the Greek Council
in Fort Lauderdale . All expenses paid plus $150 spending money.
extra money performing for
durirtgthe Fall '87 Semester. Since we are new and our total number
Tickets on sale February 8 through 11, outside the bookstore· and at
small groups of patients in a
of members is small, we sincerely offer all new pledges a greater
living room setting for
the door.
likelihood to become a leader; Why wait a year or more? Pledge now.
approxima tely one .··hour;
We have a pledge plan .that is"solid and fair. Think of it, you can be a
Informal and relaxed. Call
Notes From the· Catholic Center - Confirmat ion Program at
leader
by the Fall Semester of 1988. If you missed the January 27th
Shirley Ezemis afthe Brockton
the Catholic Center - The Catholic Center will sponsor a program
meeting
for new members, there are three informatio nal meetings in
Hospital at 586-2600 ·x 2543
leading to the reception of the Sacrament of Confirmati on; The
February.
The dates are .the first •. third and the fourth. Further
for more information.
sessions wiil be held every Wednesday evening, from 6:30 to 8:00.
meeting's will be posted. On February 1st, and 3rd, we'll have a new
Anyone wishing to prepare for the· sacrament should contact the
member's meeting at 5 p.m. in the Campus Center Plymouth County
NATIONA L
Center.
·
·Room, and on February 4th at 7 p.m. in .the Campus Center
MARKET ING
Daily Mass Schedule Change -A daily liturgy.is held at the Catholic
Plymouth County Room. Interested applicants are welcome to attend
COMPAN Y - looking for
Center on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 12:10. The Sunday
which ever infonnatio nal rµeetirig fits your schedule. All majors are
ambitious Junior, Senior, or
Liturgy ar_e held on Saturday at 4 p.rri. and Sunday at 9 a.m., .lQ.:45 · welcome, so bring a friend.
:The opportunit y is there and so is the
Graduate student to manage
a.m. and 7 p.m.
. potential. Consider us.
·
·
promotion s on-campu~ this
Need Help? Contact Father Bob or Sister Jo-Ann at 697-2402
semester. Earning potential up
ANYTIME.
to $5,000: Flexible part-time
hours. Call ·Randi, Dee, or

ano

'I'erri at (800) 592-212L. ,

.Run your
Classi fied in
this space.
Call 697-1200
x2158
·.

rsehd-a ;i;~al~o~:,~;;;;eth;~~~:> -~--;~;~;e~-----~------- -~--~
-Va Ien tine· s Day Mes sag es .
The Comme nt will be publishi ng-its special Valentine's Day
issue next week. If you have a message. for a roomma te,
friend or "significant other," bring this coupon to our office
(next to the bookstore). Offer good with this coupon only.
Due to space limitaflons, messages will be inserte<? on a first
come, first serve basis. So hurry~ Deadlin~ i~ Tuesday, February
9, at noon, or as soon as the pages are filled.
I
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